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MORGAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
AS OF 01 MAY 1990 
01 MAY 1990 
THIS BOOK CONSISTS OF THREE MAJOR SECTIONS: 
1. A REFERENCE LIST WHICH BREAKS DOWN THE 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS BY COMMON SUBJECT 
MATTER, LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY THAT 
SUBJECT NAME 
2. A LISTING OF PATENTS BY INVENTOR LISTING ALL 
OF THE ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS CREDITED TO EACH 
INVENTOR, LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY 
INVENTOR'S NAME 
3. A COPY OF THE FIRST PAGE OF EACH ACTIVE U.S. 
PATENT, IN DOCKET NUMBER ORDER 
26 Jan 1962 
Rev. 18 - Sep 1962 
01 May 1963 
01 Mar 1965 
01 Jul 1968 
01 Feb 1978 
01 Feb 1982 
01 Feb 1985 
01 May 1990 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
REFERENCE 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
BAR HANDLING 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
OOCKET NO TITLE 
00559 
00562 
00563 
00564 
00566 
00602 
00612 
00613 
00614 
00631 
00671 
00775 
00803 
00827 
00908 
566D 
566X 
626X 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
TRANSFER APPARATUS 
PICKER 
MAGNETIC INVERTER 
TRANSFER APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
CLAMP MEANS FOR MATERIAL 
HANDLING APPARATUS 
MAGNET HOLDER FOR MATERIAL 
HANDLING APPARATUS 
METHOD OF ACCUMULATING 
BARS PRIOR TO FORMING 
INTO BUNDLES 
HEXAGONAL BUNDLE 
FORMING APPARATUS 
SHORT BAR REMOVAL 
BUNDLE STACKER 
BAR COLLECTING ARRANGEMENT 
BAR DECELERATOR 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
BUNDLE FORMING APPARATUS 
INVENTOR 
HILL, W.J. 
WYNN, W.R. 
PAGE 1 
24-APR-90 
REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
HILL, W.J. 
STARVASKI, R.R. 
~DROW, H.E. 
HILL, W.J. 
~DROW, H.E. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
HILL, W.J. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
SIEURIN, D. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
HILL, W.J. 
HILL, W.J. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
KLUSMIER, K.L . 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
WILSON, A.I. 
HILL, W.J. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
HILL, W.J. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
HILL, W.J. 
WYNN, W.R. 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
REFERENCE DOCKET NO TITLE 
BAR HANDLING 710A 
BAR HANDLING 710B 
BEARINGS - MORGOIL 00736 
BEARINGS - MORGOIL 00768 
BEARINGS - MORGOIL 00877 
BEARINGS - MORGOIL 00878 
BEARINGS - MORGOIL 877D 
BEARINGS - OTHER 00732 
BEARINGS - OTHER 652XX 
COIL HANDLING 00619 
COIL HANDLING 00663 
COIL HANDLING 00665 
COIL HANDLING 00698 
COIL HANDLING 00709 
COIL HANDLING 00841 
COIL HANDLING 556X 
APPARATUS FOR LATERALLY 
ARRANGING BARS 
APPARATUS FOR LATERALLY 
SEPARATING ELONGATED 
MAGNETIC ELEMENTS 
MEANS FOR LUBRICATING 
ROLL NECK/SLEEVE INTERFACE 
OF OIL FILM BEARING 
COMBINATION ROLL NECK 
AND BEARING ASSEMBLY 
(BAYONET LOCK) 
STRAIGHT NECK BEARING WITH 
SEGMENTED CYLINDRICAL SLEEVES 
COMPOUND PRESSURE 
BUSHING 
ROLL NECK BEARING 
ASSEMBLY AND INNER 
BEARING COMPONENT 
ROLL BEARING WITH 
HINGED END PLATE 
APPARATUS FOR RESTRAINING 
ROLLING MILL BEARING CHOCKS 
AGAINST AXIAL MOVEMENT 
POURING REEL COIL 
HANDLING SYSTEM 
COIL HANDLING PALLET 
COIL COMPACTOR 
DEVICE FOR THE TRIMMING AND/OR 
DIVIDING OF A WIRE ROD WINDING 
STRAND IN COIL FORMING STATION 
BUNDLE STORAGE TRANSFER 
COILING SYSTEM FOR COILING 
ELONGATED MATERIAL SUCH AS 
TUBE OR WIRE 
COIL FORMING AND PACKMING 
INVENTOR 
WYKES, R.D. 
ROY, C. 
WYKES, R.D. 
ROY, C. 
BJORK, J.A. 
SALTER, L.S. 
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24-APR-90 
REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
SIMMONS, T.E. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SIMMONS, T.E. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SIMMONS, T.E. 
SMS 
GILVAR, M. 
SIEURIN, D. 
KINNICUTT, R. 
HILL, W.J. 
HILL, W.J. 
SMS 
HILL, W.J. 
WEAN 
KINNICUTT, R. 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
REFERENCE 
COIL HANDLING 
COIL HANDLING 
COMPAcr MILL 
COMPAcr MILL 
COOLING BED 
COOLING BED 
COUPLINGS 
FURNACE 
FURNACE 
GUIDES 
GUIDES 
GUIDES 
GUIDES 
GUIDES 
LAYING HEAD 
LAYING HEAD 
LAYING HEAD 
LAYING HEAD 
MORGAN CONSTRUcriON CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
AcriVE U.S. PATENTS 
DOCKET NO TITLE 
661X 
664A 
00741 
00783 
00914 
660D 
573X 
00891 
588X 
00594 
00599 
00609 
00678 
537X 
00423 
00728 
00822 
00823 
COIL HANDLING APPARATUS 
AND SYSTEM 
COIL INVERTER 
COMPAcr MILL 
COMPAcr MILL APPARATUS 
COOLING BED RUN-IN TABLE 
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR 
COOLING HOT ROLLED STEEL ROD 
COUPLING DEVICE 
MORGAN ISLEY REVERSAL SYSTEM 
FOR CONTINUOUS FIRED FURNACE 
GAS TREATING APPARATUS 
ROLLER GUIDE 
'!WISTING APPARATUS 
APPARATUS AND METHOD 
FOR ALIGNING ROLLER ENTRY 
GUIDES IN A ROLLING MILL 
ALIGNMENT APPARATUS FOR 
ROLLING MILL ROLLER GUIDE 
FLAT CHAIN GUIDE 
LAYING PIPE 
LAYING HEAD WITH 
SEGMENTED LAYING PIPE 
SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING HIGH 
TOLERANCE RODS WHILE 
SIMPLIFYING LAYING HEAD CONT 
ROD LAYING PIPE 
BENDING MACHINE 
INVENTOR 
HILL, W.J. 
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REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
KINNICUTT, R. 
HILL, W.J. 
WYKES, R.D. 
PARISEAU, D.L. 
WYKES, P. 
WILSON, A. I. 
WILSON, N.A. 
GILVAR, M. 
MERCER, C.S. 
WYKES, R.D. 
SMITH, D.P. 
ALEXANDER, F.A. 
KRUNER, R. 
SMS 
MACPHERSON I c. L. 
REARDON, R.J. 
BROUWER, W. 
SIEURIN, D. 
'WOODROW I H. E. 
WYKES, R.D. 
'WOODROW, H. E • 
SHORE, T.M. 
'WOODROW I H. E. 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
REFERENCE DOCKET NO TITLE 
LAYING HEAD 00905 
MILL LAYOUT/PROCESS 00579 
MILL LAYOUT/PROCESS 00585 
MILL LAYOUT/PROCESS 00586 
MILL LAYOUT/PROCESS 00656 
MILL LAYOUT/PROCESS 00734 
MONITORING/CONTROL 00587 
MONITORING/CONTROL 00650 
No-TWIST MILL 00798 
PINOI ROLL 00791 
POURING REEL 00618 
POURING REEL 00777 
REFORMING 00767 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00610 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00625 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00630 
HIGH SPEED LAYING HEAD 
WITH CONTROLLED LOW BEARING 
RPM 
ROLL PASSES FOR ROLLING A BAR 
OF CONTINUOUSLY CAST 
NON-FERROUS METAL 
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR 
SEQUENTIALLY TREATING AND 
FORMING HRS 
MEANS AND METHOD OF HEATING 
AND HANDLING LONG COILED 
BILLET ROD FOR ROLLING 
PROCESS FOR FORMING 
FERROUS BILLETS INTO 
FINISHED PRODUCT 
ROLLING MILL 
OIAIN DRIVEN No-TWIST 
TENSIOMETER 
FLOW MONITOR FOR CIRCULATING 
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS 
No-TWIST FINISHING MILL 
BLOCK 
PINOI ROLL SYSTEM FOR 
VERTICAL LAYING HEADS 
RETRACTING POURING REEL 
DELIVERY PIPE 
METHOD FOR COLLECTING AND 
DISCARDING BAR COILS 
AT POURING REELS 
DOUBLING SAIL ROTATING 
REFORM UNIT 
HYDRAULIC AXIAL ROLL 
ADJUSTMENT 
INFINITE END ALIGNING 
REMOTE CONTROL AXIAL 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 
INVENTOR 
NASRAH, C.S. 
WYKES, R.D. 
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24-APR-90 
REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
WILSON, N.A. 
JALIL, A.A. 
VITELLI, V.J. 
ALEXANDER, F.A. 
WILSON, N.A. 
GROTEPASS, J. 
SIEURIN, D. 
WYKES, R.D. 
JENNINGS, L.C. 
WOODROW, H.E. 
SMOLA, R.L. 
GILVAR, M. 
WYKES, P. 
SIEURIN, D. 
LEGER, A.R. 
STARVASKI, R.R. 
LEGER, A.R. 
PUOIOVSKY, M. 
MERCER, C.S. 
JENNINGS, L.C . 
HILL, W.J. 
SIEURIN, D. 
MERCER, C.S. 
REARDON, R.J. 
XENTIS V3.2 MORGAN CONSTRUCTION co PAGE 5 
ZZZPTS REFERENCE LIST 24-APR-90 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
REFERENCE DOCKET NO TITLE INVENTOR 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00642 AXIAL PRELOADING DEVICE WOODROW, H.E. 
FOR AXIALLY ADJUSTABLE GROOVED 
ROLLS IN A ROLLING MILL 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00670 END ALIGNMENT APPARATUS HILL, W.J. 
WITH REMOTE POSITIONING 
ROLL ADJUSTMENT 00757 HEAVY DUTY INTERNAL SALTER, L.S. 
PASS ADJUSTMENT DESIGN 
ROLL MOUNTING 00641 VERTICAL ROLL CHANGING BRODEUR, R.R. 
APPARATUS 
ROLL MOUNTING 00648 MULTI-GROOVE No-TWIST MILL GOULD, D.E. 
ROLL MOUNTING 
ROLL MOUNTING 00668 TOOL ASSEMBLY FOR MOUNTING SMOLA, R.L. 
AND REMOVING OVERHANG ROLLS 
ROLL MOUNTING 00683 MULTI-GROOVE ROLL WILSON, N .A. 
MOUNTING MEANS 
ROLL MOUNTING 00903 CANTILEVERED MILL ROLL WYKES, P. 
MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT PARISEAU, D.L. 
ROLL MOUNTING 00906 ROLL AND GUIDE QUICK CHANGE GILVAR, M. 
MODULE FOR CANTILEVERED WOODROW, H.E. 
ROLL STANDS NASRAH, C.S. 
ROLL MOUNTING 00910 SLEEVE MOUNTING AND HOWARD, R.S. 
REMOVAL TOOL NASRAH, c.s. 
ROLL MOUNTING 575XR MEANS FOR MOUNTING A GEESE, K.H. 
WORK ROLL ON A SHAFT OBERSCHEVEN, H. 
PRADEL, K. 
ROLL MOUNTING 575XX MEANS FOR MOUNTING A GEESE, K.H. 
WORK ROLL ON A SHAFT OBERSCHEVEN, H. 
PRADEL, K. 
ROLLING MILL 00712 APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR VITELLI, V .J. 
HOT ROLLING AND TREATING JALIL, A.A. 
RODS WILSON, N.A. 
ROLLING MILL 00829 AUTOMATIC GAGE CONTROL SYSTEM MAROTI, E.S. 
FOR MULTI STAND TIED BLOCK REARDON, R.J. 
ROD ROLLING MILL ROY, C. 
ROLLING MILL 00831 PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR JALIL, A.A. 
ROLLING SMALL DIAMETER 
HEAT TREATED STAINLESS ROD 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
REFERENCE 
ROLLING MILL 
ROLLING MILL 
ROLLING MILL 
ROLLING MILL 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SEALS 
SHEARS 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
DOCKET NO TITLE 
409R 
686A 
711D 
903D 
00605 
00624 
00644 
00646 
00680 
00692 
00811 
00828 
00859 
00862 
682X 
690X 
00591 
ROLLING MILL 
MULTI-LINE ROLLING SYSTEM 
STEEL ROD ROLLING PROCESS, 
PRODUCT AND APPARATUS 
IRC 
OVERHUNG ROLL ASSEMBLY 
IMPROVED MORGOIL BEARING 
NECK SEAL 
ROLL NECK CHANNEL 
SEAL LABYRINTH 
SEAL 
SHAFT SEAL 
NECK SEAL 
FLEXIBLE SEAL ELEMENT WITH 
REINFORCED DRAIN ELEMENT 
IMPROVED ROLL NECK BEARING 
WATER AND SCALE GUARD 
COOLANT SEAL FOR ROLLING 
OIL FILM BEARING 
D.F. SEAL 
DOUBLE JOINTED COOLANT SEAL 
SEAL 
FLEXIBLE SEAL AND 
SEAL ASSEMBLY 
DUCKFOOT (DIVISIONAL) 
SHEARING APPARATUS 
INVENTOR 
WILSON, N.A. 
WYKES, R.D. 
GILVAR, M. 
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REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
GILVAR, M. 
RUSSELL, R.B. 
WYKES, P. 
PARISEAU, D.L. 
JENNINGS, L.C. 
RICKLEY, S.S. 
RICKLEY, S.S. 
BOGHOSIAN, H. 
RICH, C.A. 
RICH, C.A. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SALTER, L.S. 
BOGHOSIAN I H. 
INNIS, C.L. 
SALTER, L.S. 
DIVIRGILIO, R.F. 
BRICKEY, R.A. 
SIMl'DNS, T.E. 
INNIS, C.L. 
DIVIRGILIO, R.F. 
SIMMONS, T.E. 
INNIS, C.L. 
DIVIRGILIO, R.F. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SALTER, L.S. 
SIEURIN, D. 
l 
.j 
i 
l 
l 
l , 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
! 
1 
l 
I 
j, 
'I 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ 
l 
·~ 
i 
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1 
! 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
REFERENCE 
SHEARS 
SHEARS 
SHEARS 
STELMOR 
STELMOR 
STELMOR 
STELMOR 
STEI.n>R 
STELMOR 
STEI.n>R 
STEI.n>R 
STEI.n>R 
STEI.n>R 
UNIVERSAL JOINT 
WATER BOX/NOZZLES 
WATER BOX/NOZZLES 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
DOCKET NO TITLE 
00597 SWITCH FOR CROPPING AND 
SAMPLING FRONT AND BACK 
ENDS OF BAR 
00608 DEVICE FOR DIVIDING THE WIRE 
ROD INSIDE A COIL 
REFORMING CHAMBER 
00627 PRODUCT HANDLING APPARATUS 
00628 APPARATUS FOR COOLING HOT 
ROLLED STEEL ROD BY FORCED 
AIR CONVECTION 
00640 METAL TREATMENT APPARATUS 
FOR STEEL ROD HAVING 
OSCILLATING PLATFORM 
00653 MULTI-PLENUM CHAMBER 
CONTROLLED COOLING CONVEYOR 
00660 PROCESS AND APPARATUS 
FOR COOLING HOT ROLLED 
STEEL ROD 
00813 OPTIMUM FLEXIBLE STELMOR 
NORMAL RETARDED AND SLOW 
COMBINED 
00816 TEMP CORE 
00850 MORFLEX STELMOR 
DRY SYSTEM 
00856 STEI.n>R MODULE 
711A STEEL ROD ROLLING 
PROCESS, PRODUCT AND 
APPARATUS 
813X OPTIFLEX APPARATUS 
00865 SPLIT YOKE UNIVERSAL 
00839 CONTACTLESS MASS FUJW 
CONTROLLER 
00864 TfiERlol) MECHANICAL 
TREATMENT MILL 
PAGE 7 
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REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
INVENTOR 
SIEURIN, D. 
ANDERSON, R.A. 
FONTAINE, H. 
HAUCK, A. 
SMS 
GILVAR, M. 
VITELLI, V.J. 
VITELLI, V.J. 
WILSON, N.A. 
JALIL, A.A. 
WINSLOW, E.S. 
GAGE, C.H. 
JALIL, A.A. 
JALIL, A.A. 
GAGE, C.H. 
SMS 
GILVAR, M. 
RUSSELL, R.B. 
JALIL, A.A. 
WINSLOW, E.S. 
GAGE, C.H. 
KOELLING 
SCHAETZKE I w .R. 
DUFRIES, R.W. 
MAROTI, E.S. 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZZPTS 
REFERENCE 
WATER BOX/NOZZLES 
WIRE DRAWING 
WIRE DRAWING 
WIRE DRAWING 
WIRE DRAWING 
WIRE DRAWING 
End of report. 122 Details encountered. 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
REFERENCE LIST 
ACTIVE U.S. PATENTS 
DOCKET NO TITLE 
601XX VANE TYPE NOZZLE ASSEMBLY 
00580 METHOD OF MAKING A CONCENTRIC 
WIRE ROPE ON A DOUBLE TWIST 
STRANDER 
00595 DOUBLE '!WIST WIRE STRANDING 
00843 ARRANGEMENT AND OPERATION 
FOR THREADING A ROTATABLE 
ASSEMBLY 
00844 FLUIDIZED BED LUBRICANT 
CONTAINER 
00845 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
UNCOILING AND STRAIGHTENING 
MATERIAL 
INVENTOR 
PAGE 8 
24-APR-90 
REFERENCE_US.XCF;8 
JALIL, A.A. 
RICH, C.A. 
SCO'IT, R. 
WESSON, M. 
HOLBROOK, J.A. 
WEAN 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZXPTZ 
INVENTOR 
ALEXANDER, F.A. 
ANDERSON, R. A. 
BJORK, J.A. 
BOGHOSIAN, H. 
BRICKEY, R.A. 
BRODEUR, R.R. 
BROUWER, W. 
DIVIRGILIO, R.F. 
DUFRIES, R.W. 
FONTAINE, H. 
GAGE, C.H. 
GEESE, K.H. 
GILVAR, M. 
GOULD, D.E. 
DOCKET TITLE 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
PATENTS BY INVENTOR 
US PATENTS ONLY 
PAGE 1 
24-APR-9 0 
PATENTS_BY_INVEN. XCF; 4 
00586 MEANS AND METHOD OF HEATING AND HANDLING LONG COILED BILLET ROD FOR ROLLING 
588X GAS TREATING APPARATUS 
00597 SWITCH FOR CROPPING AND SAMPLING FRONT AND BACK ENDS OF BAR 
00736 MEANS FOR LUBRICATING ROLL NECK/SLEEVE INTERFACE OF OIL FILM BEARING 
00624 ROLL NECK CHANNEL SEAL LABYRINTH 
00811 IMPROVED ROLL NECK BEARING WATER AND SCALE GUARD 
00828 COOLANT SEAL FOR ROLLING OIL FILM BEARING 
00641 VERTICAL ROLL CHANGING APPARATUS 
00678 ALIGNMENT APPARATUS FOR ROLLING MILL ROLLER GUIDE 
00828 COOLANT SEAL FOR ROLLING OIL FILM BEARING 
00859 D.F. SEAL 
00862 DOUBLE JOINTED COOLANT SEAL 
00839 CONTACTLESS MASS FLOW CONTROLLER 
00597 SWITCH FOR CROPPING AND SAMPLING FRONT AND BACK ENDS OF BAR 
00813 OPTIMUM FLEXIBLE STELMOR NORMAL RETARDED AND SLOW COMBINED 
00850 MORFLEX STELMOR DRY SYSTEM 
813X OPTIFLEX APPARATUS 
5 75XR MEANS FOR MOUNTING A 'WORK ROLL ON A SHAFT 
575XX MEANS FOR MOUNTING A 'WORK ROLL ON A SHAFT 
00628 APPARATUS FOR COOLING HOT ROLLED STEEL ROD BY FORCED AIR CONVECTION 
00791 PINCH ROLL SYSTEM FOR VERTICAL LAYING HEADS 
00906 ROLL AND GUIDE QUICK CHANGE MODULE FOR CANTILEVERED ROLL STANDS 
573X COUPLING DEVICE 
652XX APPARATUS FOR RESTRAINING ROLLING MILL BEARING CHOCKS AGAINST AXIAL l«>VEMENT 
686A MULTI-LINE ROLLING SYSTEM 
711A STEEL ROD ROLLING PROCESS, PRODUCT AND APPARATUS 
711D STEEL ROD ROLLING PROCESS, PRODUCT AND APPARATUS IRC 
00648 MULTI-GROOVE NO-TWIST MILL ROLL l«>UNTING 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZXPTZ 
INVENTOR 
GROTEPASS, J. 
HAUCK, A. 
HILL, W.J. 
HOLBROOK, J .A. 
HOWARD, R.S. 
INNIS, C.L. 
JALIL, A.A. 
JENNINGS I L. c. 
KINNICU"rr, R. 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
PATENTS BY INVENTOR 
US PATENTS ONLY 
DOCKET TITLE 
00656 PROCESS FOR FORMING FERROUS BILLETS INTO FINISHED PRODUCT 
00608 DEVICE FOR DIVIDING THE WIRE ROD INSIDE A COIL REFORMING CHAMBER 
00559 MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
00563 
00564 
00566 
00614 
00625 
00631 
00663 
00665 
00670 
00709 
566D 
566X 
626X 
661X 
664A 
MAGNETIC INVERTER 
TRANSFER APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
MAGNET HOLDER FOR MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
INFINITE END ALIGNING 
METHOD OF ACCUMULATING BARS PRIOR TO FORMING INTO BUNDLES 
COIL HANDLING PALLET 
COIL COMPACTOR 
END ALIGNMENT APPARATUS WITH REMOTE POSITIONING 
BUNDLE STORAGE TRANSFER 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
BUNDLE FORMING APPARATUS 
COIL HANDLING APPARATUS AND SYSTEM 
COIL INVERTER 
00595 OOUBLE TWIST WIRE STRANDING 
00910 SLEEVE MOUNTING AND REMOVAL TOOL 
00811 IMPROVED ROLL NECK BEARING WATER AND SCALE GUARD 
00859 D.F. SEAL 
00862 OOUBLE JOINTED COOLANT SEAL 
00585 PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR SEQUENI'IALLY TREATING AND FORMING HRS 
00712 APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR HOT ROLLING AND TREATING RODS 
00813 OPTIMUM FLEXIBLE STEI.M:>R NORMAL RETARDED AND SLOW COMBINED 
00816 TEMPCORE 
PAGE 2 
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PATENTS_BY_INVEN.XCF;4 
00831 PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR ROLLING SMALL DIAMETER HEAT TREATED STAINLESS ROD 
00850 MORFLEX STELMOR DRY SYSTEM 
601XX VANE TYPE NOZZLE ASSEMBLY 
813X OPTIFLEX APPARATUS 
00605 IMPROVED MORGOIL BEARING NECK SEAL 
00610 HYDRAULIC AXIAL ROLL ADJUSTMENT 
00650 FLOW MONITOR FOR CIR~ING LUBRICAXION SYSTEMS 
00619 POURING REEL COIL HANDLING SYSTEM 
556X COIL FORMING AND PACKH;ING 
XENTIS V3.2 
ZZXPTZ 
INVENTOR 
KINNICUTT, R. 
KLUSMIER, K.L. 
KOELLING 
KRUNER, R. 
LEGER, A.R. 
MACPHERSON, C.L. 
MAROTI, E.S. 
MERCER, C.S. 
NASRAH, C.S. 
OBERSCHEVEN, H. 
PARISEAU, D.L. 
PRADEL, K. 
DOCKET TITLE 
664A COIL INVERTER 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO 
PATENTS BY INVENTOR 
US PATENTS ONLY 
00562 TRANSFER APPARATUS PICKER 
00564 TRANSFER APPARATUS 
00566 MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
00612 MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
00613 CLAMP MEANS FOR MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS 
00631 METHOD OF ACCUMULATING BARS PRIOR TO FORMING INTO BUNDLES 
00671 HEXAGONAL BUNDLE FORMING APPARATUS 
00775 SHORT BAR REMOVAL 
00803 BUNDLE STACKER 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A rolling mill having a pass line defined by work rolls 
mounted in cantilever fashion on the ends of parallel 
pairs of roll slwfts, with successive pairs of the roll shafts 
being disposed angularly to each other, and with each 
pair of roll shafts having roll parting adjustment means 
associated therewith for symmetrically adjusting the work 
rolls in relation to the pass line. 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
In a rolling mill, a rotatable laying pipe having at least 
. one curved tubular pipe section with entry and exit 
ends. Replaceable tubular liner members are arranged in 
end-to-end relationship in each pipe section. Retainers 
are provided at the entry and exit ends of the pipe sec-
tions for retaining the liners in place during operation of 
the laying head. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for propelling a product length moving 
axially along a given path. The apparatus includes end-
less flat-surfaced flexible chains positioned on either 
side of the path. Each chain is supported on a set of 
spaced sprockets with the rotational axes of the sprock-
ets supporting one chain being offset along said path 
relative to the rotational axes of the sprockets support-
. ing the other chain. A piston and cylinder unit is em-
ployed to move one chain towards the other so as to 
grip the product length passing therebetween, and the 
chains are driven at a linear speed which is at least 
equal to that of the product length passing therebe-
tween. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for coiling an axially moving 
product length . The apparatus including a laying head 
operating to form the product length into a series of 
rings which are deposited on an underlying platform 
within an annular space defined by an inner cylindri-
cal core element and an outer container structure. 
The core element is comprised of an inexpensive flexi-
ble material and is supported during coil formation by 
an expandable shaper located by means of a centering 
pin on the platform. The outer container structure is 
movable between an operative position surrounding 
the core element, and an inoperative position permit-
ting lateral removal of the platform and a completed 
coil formed thereon beneath the laying head. 
The method encompasses the operation of the 
apparatus referred to above, and additionally includes 
a packaging operation, the initial step of which 
involves replacing the expandable shaper with a 
multi-sided brace, the comers of which bear against 
the inside of the core element. The outer surface of 
the coil is wrapped, again preferably with an 
inexpensive flexible material, and a plurality of 
retaining straps are applied to tie the entire package 
together. The location and number of retaining straps 
preferably coincides with the location and number of 
the comers of the multi-sided brace. The invention 
further encompasses the resulting packaged coil. 
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{57) ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for handling elongated elements which 
includes a downwardly sloping ramp along which the 
elements move laterally into an assembly notch. Align-
ment devices are provided at either end of the assembly 
notch for aligning the ends of elements being collected 
·therein. The alignment devices axially adjust the ele-
ments by contacting the ends thereof. 
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[S7] ABSTRACT 
Samuels & 
An apparatus for transferring elongated elements from 
a first location to a laterally disposed second location. 
The apparatus includes a plurality of transfer members 
which are pivotally manipulated by operating means in 
a manner such that an elongated element at the first 
station is engaged at spaced points along its length by 
the transfer members and carried along the upper por-
tion of a generally elliptical path to the second location. 
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(57) ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for inverting and transferring a layer or 
tier of magnetic elongated elements from a receiving 
station onto an adjacent elevator. The apparatus in-
cludes a plurality of electromagnets, each of which is 
pivotally mounted for movement about a common axis 
between a tint position underlying the receiving station 
and a second position overlying the elevator. A linkage 
arrangement is provided for vertically adjusting the piv-
otal axis of the magnets during transfer of the elements 
onto the elevator. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for transferring elongated elements from 
a receiving station onto an adjacent carrier. The ele-
ments are first arranged in a layer or tier on a plurality 
of laterally extending support members spaced along 
the length of the receiving station at a level slightly 
above that of the carrier. The loaded support mem-
bers are next extended over the carrier, after which 
stop members are raised to operative positions 
protruding between the support members at the 
receiving station. Thereafter, the support members are 
retracted, causing the elements to be stripped 
therefrom onto the carrier. 
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A material handling apparatus which includes a pusher 
mechanism operating in conjunction with faxed and 
movable stops to individually separate elongated ele-
ments from a batch and to laterally feed each separated 
element into a given path. 
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(57 J ABSTRACT 
A material handling apparatus which includes a pushe 
mechanism operating in conjunction with fixed an 
movable stops to individually separate elongated ele 
ments from a batch and to laterally feed each separate 
element into a given path. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A material handling apparatus which includes a 
pusher mechanism operating in conjunction with fixed 
and movable stops to individually separate elongated 
elements from a batch and to laterally feed each sepa-
rated element into a given path. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A coupling for connecting fluid services to a housing. 
The device includes a movable coupling element 
which is clamped against a mating coupling element 
attached to the housing as an integral part thereof. 
Housing conduits communicate with passageways in 
the mating coupling element. the latter being in com-
munication with the adjacent ends of intermediate 
passageways in the movable coupling element when 
the latter is clamped in the operative position. The 
other ends of the intermediate passageways are con-
nected via flexible conduit means either to remote 
sources of fluid under pressure or to fluid drains. Seals 
at the interface between the two coupling elements in-
sure fluid-tight integrity between the communicating 
passageways. 
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£57 ] ABSTRACT 
Means for mounting a work roll on a shaft. A cylindri-
c a l collet having a t least one tapered surface , eithe r 
exterior or interior, is pushed into an annular space 
between the roll shaft and work roll , one or both of 
these latter components having a reversely tapered 
surface which cooperates with the tapered surface or 
surfaces on the collet to provide a self-locking fric-
tional connection. The collet is inserted and with-
drawn from the annular space by mechanical or pneu-
matically operated mechanisms which coact with the 
collet and the shaft end or work roll. 
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(S7] ABSTRACT 
Means for mounting ·a work roll on a shaft. A cylindri-
cal collet having at least one tapered surface, either 
exterior or interior, is pushed into an annular space 
between the roll shaft and work roll, one or both of 
these latter components having a reversely tapered 
surface which cooperates with the tapered surface or 
surfaces on the collet to provide a self-locking frictional 
connection. The collet is inserted and withdrawn from 
the annular space by mechanical or pneumatically oper-
ated mechanisms which coact with the collet and the 
shaft end or work roll. 
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{57) ABSTRACT 
A first pair of rolls preferably of unequal diameter and 
grooved in a manner to change the cross-sectional 
configuration of a bar of non-ferrous metal delivered 
from a continuous casting machine, from a generally 
trapezoidal section of substantial depth to a wider flat -
tened less asymmetrical section. flat on both sides or 
flat on one side and concave on the other, and a 
second pair of rolls having concave grooves which will 
reduce the flattened bar delivered by the first pair of 
rolls to a generally symmetrical bar. The successive 
passes effectively carry out a method of operation 
which works the loose structure of the continuously 
cast bar into a more homogeneous fibrous structure. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
The method of making a concentric wire rope on a 
double twist strander in which the rope is comprised 
of outer strands and a core strand and in which the lay 
of the wires of the outer strands is opposite the lay of 
the wires of the core strand and in the finished rope 
the length of the lay of the wires of the core strand has 
been shortened and the length of the lay of the wires 
of the outer strands has been increased. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A process and apparatus for rolling and cooling me-
dium to high carbon steel rod is provided wherein the 
rod is rolled at high speed and laid in rings directly onto 
a conveyor at high temperature. Thereafter high veloc-
ity hot water is sprayed onto the rings to cool them to 
a temperature near to but above A3. Transformation is 
then started while applying air to the rod, and while 
substantial parts of the rod are transforming, further 
accelerated cooling is again applied to the rod. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Means and method for reheating a very long coiled 
billet to rolling temperature in a furnace with a mov-
ing hearth. The furnace has at its terminal end a 
heated vestibule in which the coil remains at proper 
rolling temperature while it is being slowly unwound 
and delivered to the first stand of a rolling mill. 
10 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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[57) ABSTRACT 
Mechanism for determining and varying the tension 
present in a rod being rolled as it passes between adja~ 
cent stands in a rod mill. The read-out gives an indica-
tion enabling the operator to make manual speed ad-
justment of the rolls to change the rod tension to the 
desired norm, or through a feed-back device the roll 
speeds may be changed automatically to achieve the 
same result. The mechanism operates on the principle 
of temporarily applying a transverse force moved 
through a ftxed distance against the moving rod. The 
resistance to this force measured by a load cell and as-
sociated meters will give an indication of the then exist-
ing rod tension as it moves between adjacent roll stands 
and an indication of the adjustment to be made in roll 
speeds to change the rod tension to the desired norm. 
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For use with a regenerative furnace, an apparatus for 
heating an incoming flow of combustion air while si-
multaneously cooling the waste gases being discharged 
from the furnace prior to directing the same to a gas 
cleaning device. The apparatus includes a regenerative 
heat exchanger (hereafter referred to as "regenera-
tor") connected in series with a recuperative heat ex-
changer (hereafter called a "recuperator") between 
the furnace and the gas cleaning device. Incoming 
combustion air is directed initially through the recu-
perator and then through one of the chambers of the 
regenerator before being admitted to the furnace. 
Waste gases are passed through the other chamber of 
the regenerator and then through the recuperator be-
fore being directed to the gas cleaning device. The ap-
paratus further includes a valve mechanism for simul-
taneously reversing the flow of waste gases and com-
bustion air through the chambers of the regenerator. 
6 Claims, 1 Drawing Ff&ure 
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An apparatus for subdividing an axially moving prod-
uct length is disclosed. The apparatus includes a pair 
of shear blades mounted on opposite sides of the path 
travelled by the product length. The shear blades are 
rotatable about non-parallel axes, and are arranged to 
effect a cutting action on the product length. The cut-
ting action occurs along a reference line which inter-
sects the path of product travel and which also bisects 
the angle included between the rotational axes of the 
cutting blades. The shear blades are driven continu-
ously by a variable speed drive which is adjustable to 
equate the peripheral speed of the blade portions cut-
ting the product with the linear speed of the product. 
The lengths of the resulting subdivided product sec-
tions can thus be varied by shifting the point at which 
the path of product travel intersects the aforesaid ref-
erence line and by making a suitable adjustment to the 
rotational speed of the shear blades. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Mechanism consisting of a large driven pulley and a . 
plurality of small rollers aligned along about 90° of the 
periphery of the driven pulley for changing the direc-
tion of rolled rod coming from a rod mill from hori-
zontal to vertical for delivery to a laying reel or other 
rod collecting mechanism. 
The small rollers in one form are carried by pivoted 
arms mounted on a support and are individually 
spring-pressed toward the driven pulley permitting 
acceptance therebetween of the oncoming rod and the 
application of correct pressure against the rod as it 
changes direction from horizontal to vertical. In 
another form, the small rollers are carried by the links 
of a chain extending along the driven pulley 
perimeter. The chain is spring-loaded to permit entry 
of the rod and between the pulley and rollers. 
14 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A doubletwist wire stranding machine having a re-
movable creel assembly permitting the creel and the 
exhausted spools of wire to be removed as a unit and 
to be replaced by another creel having full wire spools 
already mounted thereon with all individual wires 
properly in place around their respective guide pulleys 
and with the wire ends collected and ready for thread-
ing into operative position in the stranaer. 
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[57] ABSTRAcr 
On a rod mill, means for cropping the front and rear 
ends of the rod and delivering the cropped pieces di-
rectly from the shear to a crop box, and including 
means for dividing the rod, if desired, to produce suit-
able size coils. 
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[57] ABSfRACT 
A twisting apparatus for use in multi-strand merchant 
bar and/or wire rod mills. The apparatus includes one 
twist roll mounted on a fixed housing and another 
twist roll mounted on a hood which is supported by 
and pivotally adjustable relative to the fixed housing, 
the said pivotal adjustment providing a means of vary-
ing the twist being imparted to the rolled strand pass-
ing between the two twist rolls. 
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[57] ABSTRACf 
An apparatus for applying a liquid, for example cooling 
water, to the surface of an axially moving elongated 
element, for example a hot rolled rod in a rolling mill. 
The apparatus includes a housing having an interior 
chamber through which extends a guide assembly. The 
guide assembly in tum defines a longitudinally extend-
ing passageway which is suitably adapted and dimen-
sioned to accommodate movement therethrough of the 
elongated element. Liquid is admitted into the chamber 
through an inlet in the housing and is thereafter fed into 
the passageway through an orifice in the guide assem-
bly. Vanes in the chamber prevent the liquid entering 
the orifice from swirling about the longitudinal axis of 
the passageway. 
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[57] ABSTRACI' 
An apparatus for handling elongated elements, for ex-
ample bar products being delivered laterally from the 
delivery side of a cooling bed in a rolling mill. The ap-
paratus includes a longitudinally extending assembly 
device for receiving and temporarily accumulating the 
elements at a first location. At least two longitudinally 
extending element conveyors are positioned at other 
locations spaced laterally from and parallel to the as-
sembly device. A transfer mechanism is employed to 
carry groups of elements laterally from the assembly 
device onto one or the other of the conveyors. 
16 Claims, 7 Drawing Fagures 
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[54] NECK SEAL 
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[57] ABSTRACI' 
In a machine having a bearing-supported rotary ele-
ment, a bearing seal for preventing each of two differ-
ent fluids used in the operation of the machine from 
contaminating one another. 
10 Claims, 3 Drawing F"agures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for dividing a continuous series of rings 
dropping vertically in a helical formation from a deliv-. 
ery mechanism to an underlying collecting device in 
which the rings accumulate in coil form. The appara-
tus includes a plurality of pivotal elements which are 
movable from inoperative positions outside of the path 
of ring descent to operative positions extending into 
said path. When thus operatively positioned, the piv-
otal elements interrupt the further descent of rings 
into the underlying collecting device. A portion of the 
strand connecting the rings continuing to accumulate 
above the pivotal elements · to those accumulated in 
coil fonn therebelow is located centrally by the opera-
tively positioned elements in the path of ring descent. 
A cutting mechanism carried by and movable with the 
pivotal elements then · operates to sever the centrally 
located portion of the connecting strand, thereby per-
mitting the underlying coil to be removed from the 
collecting device. 
16 Clahm, 3 Drawing F'lgures 
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ALIGNING ROLLER ENTRY GUIDES IN A 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An optical device of the type which may be focused . 
along an observed centerline is employed to accu-
rately align roller entry guides in a rolling mill. The 
optical device is temporarily mounted at a location 
separate from and preceding that of the roller entry 
guide to be aligned. with its observed centerline coin-
ciding with the center of the roll pass into which 
proudct is to be directed by the guide. By thereafter 
shifting the focus of the optical device to the guide 
rollers, the gap defined by the guide rollers can be 
centered with respect to the observed centerline of the 
optical device by laterally shifting the entire roller 
entry guide. 
7 Claims, 7 Drawing Fagures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for axially adjusting a work roll in a roll-
ing mill. The apparatus includes an annular piston-
cylinder assembly surrounding one end of the work 
roll. The cylinder is fixed relative to the roll chock and 
the piston, which is hydraulically actuated for recipro-
cal adjustment in opJX>site directions parallel to ·the 
rotational axis of the work roll, is connected through a 
thrust bearing assembly to the roll sleeve, the latter 
being fixed relative to the work roll and being both ro-
tationally joumalled in and movable axially relative to 
the roll chock. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
For receiving elongated elements, in particular ··an-
gles" and the like, an apparatus which includes an in-
clined surface along which the elements are permitted 
to slide laterally into a receiving notch. Counter-
weighted pivotal finger members protrude through 
slots at the receiving notch. The finger members ab-
sorb the sideward force of the elongated elements 
while at the same time exerting a retaining action 
thereon which serves to prevent elements entering the 
receiving notch from turning or flipping. The finger 
members are designed to recede into their respective 
slots as each element is removed from the receiving 
notch, and to thereafter return to their operative posi-
tions in preparation for receipt of the next element. 
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{57) ABSTRACT 
For use with an apparatus for handling elongated ele-. 
ments wherein the elements are initially arranged in a 
horizontal tier on spaced support members overlying a 
receiving device such as for example a vertically ad-
justable elevator, and wherein the support members 
are subsequently retracted from beneath the elements 
to deposit the latter on the receiving device, the im-
provement which comprises a clamp mechanism lo-
cated at one end of the receiving device, said clamp 
mechanism being movable from an open inoperative 
position remote from the ends of the elements being 
handled to a closed operative position gripping the 
ends of the elements to thereby prevent the elements 
from turning or flipping about their longitudinal axes 
as they drop from the support members onto the re-
ceiving device. 
s Oahm, 6 Drawing rtgW"eS 
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ABSTRACT 
For use with an apparatus for handling elongated mag-
netic elements wherein the clements are initially ar-
ranged in a horizontal tier on spaced support members 
overlying a receiving device, such as fo r example ver-
tically adjustable elevator platforms, and wherein the 
support members are retracted from beneath the ele-
ments to deposit the latter on the receiving device, the· 
improvement which comprises a magnet holder lo-
cated on one side of the receiving device, the said 
holder being movable between a raised inoperative 
position and a lowered operative position at which en-
ergization of the magnet which forms a part of the 
holder produces a magnetic force which causes the 
elongated elements to be held upwardly against the 
holder, thereby preventing the elements from turning 
or flipping about their longitudinal axes as the support 
members are retracted. Following retraction of the 
support members, the magnet is de-energized to drop 
the elements onto the underlying receiving device, and 
the holder is then returned to its raised inoperative po-
sition. The holder is also rotatab.Ie to a laterally re-
mote position to one side of the receiving device. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
In a rolling mill, a pouring reel is disclosed having ro-
tating elements defining an annular space into which a 
product length issuing from the mill is directed by a 
curved guide pipe to accumulate therein in cylindrical 
coil form . The exit end of the guide pipe is axially ad-
justable between an extended position protruding 
downwardly into the annular space, and a retracted 
position thereabove. When at the retracted position, 
the guide pipe is movable to a laterally remote posi-
tion to permit verticaJ removal of a completed coil 
from the annular space. 
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A coil forming and transfer apparatus is disclosed. The 
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apparatus includes a pouring reel having a coil form-
ing chamber defined by a peripherally notched or re-
lieved coil support plate, an inner core fixed relative 
to and extending vertically from the support plate, and 
an outer chamber wall. These components are rotat-
able in unison during a coil forming operation, with 
the mill product being directed into the chamber 
where it accumulates in coil fonn. The support plate 
and core are vertically movable in relation to the 
outer chamber wall to remove a completed coil from 
the coil forming chamber to an elevated position 
thereabove. A transfer mechanism is provided adja-
cent to this elevated position. The transfer mechanism 
has a plurality of circularly arranged legs with in-
wardly protruding feet. The legs are movable from in-
operative positions spaced radially from a coil at the 
elevated position, to operative positions radially en-
gaging the coil, with the aforesaid feet located beneath 
the coil in the peripheral notches of the support plate. 
Once the legs are operatively positioned, the coil sup-
port plate is lowered, causing the core to be with-
drawn from the coil, and further causing the coil to be 
deposited on the feet of the operatively positioned 
legs. The transfer mechanism is movable to another 
location at which the coil is removed therefrom onto 
associated handling equipment. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
In a rolling mill, an interlocking labyrinth-type seal for 
a roll neck which is rotatably supported in a chock as-
sembly. The seal includes an inner first sealing ele-
ment which rotates with the roll neck, an outer second 
sealing element which is fixed in relation to the chock 
assembly, and a third sealing element which is carried 
on and movable axially along one or the other of the 
aforesaid first or second sealing elements. The sealing 
elements have axially and/or radially spaced flanges 
and surfaces which cooperate to define an interlock-
ing sealing labyrinth for preventing the escape of lu-
bricating oil from the bearing, while at the same time 
preventing the bearing and lubricating oil from be-
/coming contaiminated with rolling lubricant cooling 
water, mill scale, dirt, etc. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for aligning the ends of elongated ele-
ments moving laterally along a given path. The appa-
ratus includes a first alignment head on one side of the 
path, and an elongated draw bar extending transver-
sally in relation to the path. A second alignment head 
is arranged in opposed relationship to the first align-
ment head and is adjustably positioned along the 
length of the draw bar to accommodate batches of 
elongated elements which have previously been cut to 
different lengths. A drive is connected to and operates 
to impart opposite reciprocal motion to both the first 
alignment head and the draw bar, thereby causing the 
first and seC:ond alignment heads to reciprocally move 
towards and away from each other to contact and 
align the ends of the laterally moving elongated ele-
ments. 
S Claims, S Drawing Fagures 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for receiving a plurality of elongated el-
ements and for forming the same into a densely 
packed assembly. The apparatus may be mounted on a 
carriage which extends longitudinally in a d irection 
parallel to the lengths of the clements being handled, 
and which is movable laterally along tracks or rails . . 
The apparatus includes a plurality of pairs of cooper-
ating arms spaced along the length thereof. Each pair 
of arms has a chain associated therewi th, the latter 
being supported on appropriately positioned sheaves 
carried by the arms. One of the arms of each pair is 
preferably movable relative to the other arm between 
an open position to laterally receive the elongated cle-
ments therebetween for deposit on the aforesaid 
chains. and a closed position. The chains are initially 
adjusted to form bridging catenaries onto which the 
elements are transferred. Thereafter, the chains are 
gradually slackened by reciprocally operable mecha-
nisms to form slings into which the elements intro-
duced between the arms are received. Upon closure of 
the movable arms, the chains are tightened, thereby 
densely packing the assembled elements. The carriage 
is then moved laterally to another location where the 
densely packed elements are strapped or tied into 
bundle form, and then to still another location where 
the bundle is transferred to another handling 
apparatus. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for and a method of handling a product 
length which has been formed into a continuous series 
of rings, and which because of previous manufacturing 
operations, the rings making up the relatively short 
front and tail end sections of the product length are 
unacceptable, while the rings making up the major in-
termediate section of the product length are accept-
able. The unacceptable rings are separated from the 
acceptable rings at a location overlying a coil forming 
chamber. A plurality of collecting devices are indexed 
through the coil forming chamber to collect the ac-
ceptable and unacceptable rings into separate coils. 
14 Clairm, 8 Drawing Fagures 
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[57} ABSTRACI' 
Apparatus is provided for uniformly cooling hot rolled 
rod over a continuous range of cooling rates from less 
than 0.5° C/sec. to about 20° C/sec. together with a 
mechanism for removing scale accumulated therein in 
a confined and safe manner. The context ·is that of 
cooling hot rolled steel rod directly after the steel 
leaves the rod mill wherein the rod may either be 
cooled rapidly by forced air convection or cooled very 
D-628 
f II J 3,940,961 
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slowly under conditions in which a heated fluid or ra-
diant heating must actually be employed in order to 
retard the cooling rate . The apparatus includes a 
group of cooling chambers, each of which has a 
blower which can be used to force cool air from the 
atmosphere onto the rod . Some of the cooling cham-
bers are a lso equipped with means for supplying heat 
to the rod as may be necessary to retard the cooling 
rate. When this is done in air, scale formation on the 
steel is more extensive due to the prolongation of time 
at high temperature, and as the scale builds up , it also 
tends to break away from the rod and fall to the bot-
tom of the cooling chamber. The air streams, which 
are otherwise used to control the cooling of the steel 
by forced air convection, can then be redirected and 
used to entrain and dispose of the scale from the cool-
ing chambers. This is done by an arrangement of ducts 
and dampers whe:eby the blowing is adapted to draw 
air either from the atmosphere for cooling o r from the 
cooling chamber where the scale accumulates, for 
scale disposal. Thus, when the apparatus has been 
used in the retarded cooling mode, and it becomes de-
sirable to change to the rapid cooling mode, the 
dampers are set so that the blowers withdraw scale 
from the cooling chambers and transmit it to the scale 
disposal facility. Then the dampers are reset so that 
the blowers can transmit air into the cooling chambers 
to cool by forced air convection. When the means for 
supplying heat to some other cooling chambers are 
used, in order to retard the cooling rate, the remaining 
cooling chambers may be used to cool either by natu-
ral or forced convection. Those chambers being used 
for cooling by natural convection may be a lternately 
adapted for the removal of scale accumulation by the 
use of a blower. The cooling chambers are equipped 
with an arrangement of nozzles adapted to apply a 
greater proportion of the cooling medium to the sides 
of the rings than to the centers. This helps to over-
come the mass-effect of the overlapped rings at the 
side of the conveyor so as to cool more uniformly in 
the rapid cooling mode. The same no~les may also be 
employed in the slow cooling mode when a heated gas 
is applied to the rod. 
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[57] ABSI'RACI' 
A horizontal or vertical roll stand for a rod or bar roll-
ing mill comprising a pair of work rolls having a plural-
ity of grooves spaced axially along the surfaces thereof, 
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each work roll being journalled between bearings con-
tained in bearing chocks, with the bearings being 
adapted to accommodate axial adjustment of the work 
rolls in relation to the bearing chocks. The bearing 
chocks are supported in a housing with the work rolls in 
parallel relationship and with the grooves defining a 
plurality of roll passes. An axial roll adjustment means is 
associated with each work roll. Both of the axial adjust-
ment means are driven by a common axial adjustment 
drive. A clutch is connected between one axial adjust-
ment means and the axial adj ustment drive. When en-
gaged, the clutch permits the axial adjustment drive to 
operate through both axial adjustment means, thus axi-
ally adjusting both work rolls simultaneously. When the 
clutch is disengaged, the axial adjustment drive operates 
through only one axial adjustment means, with the re-
sult that one work roll is adjusted axially in relation to 
the other work roll. The work rolls are additionally 
acted upon by roll parting adjustment means driven by 
a common parting adjustment drive. 
On vertical roll stands, the axial adjustment drive and 
the parting adjustment drive are supported on a plat-
form overlying the roll housing. Both drives are con-
nected to their respective adjustment means via cou-
plings which are separated and assembled in response to 
vertical movement of the platform between a lowered 
operative position supported on the roll housing and an 
inoperative position spaced vertically thereabove. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for laterally receiving elongated ele-
ments at an upper first location, for assembling the el-
ements thus received, and for transferring the assem-
bled elements downwardly to a lower second location. 
The apparatus includes a pair of spaced opposed guide 
surfaces defining an assembly and transfer zone which 
extends downwardly from the upper to the lower of 
the aforesaid locations. Carrier members protrude into 
and are movable along the length of the zone. Elon-
gated elements are fed laterally, and preferably al-
though not necessarily singly, into the zone through an 
inlet at the upper location. The elements are initially 
retained adjacent to the inlet and against the carrier 
members and are thus assembled at the upper end of 
the zone. The carrier members are moved downwardly 
along the length of the zone, initially for the purpose 
of accommodating the entry of elements into the zone 
during the assembly thereof, and thereafter to carry 
the assembled elements to the lower second location. 
The invention further includes apparatus for receiving 
the assembled elements at the second location, for 
carrying the same laterally to a third location where 
the elements are strapped into a dense bundle, and 
then to a fourth location where the bundle is delivered 
to other handling apparatus. 
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ABSTRACT 
conveyor system for transporting objects sequen-
'ally deposited thereon is described in which a por-
·on of the conveyor has imparted thereto an oscilla-
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tion which is in the plane of the con\'eyor and trans-
verse to the conveyor motion. The oscillating con-
veyor is described in the context of a heat treatment 
apparatus for hot rolled steel rod. In such heat treat-
ment apparatus, the rod is first shaped by a laying 
head into a series of rings, and the rings are then de-
posited upon the moving oscillating conveyor. The 
rings on the conveyor form a flat overlapping. non-· 
concentric orientation. The oscillation of the conveyor 
reduces the edge packing effect. The rings are then 
transported by another conveyor through a series of 
cooling chambers where they are cooled, such as by 
forced air convection. The oscillating conveyor in-
cludes a flat. wire-woven, endless belt, a portion of the 
belt, and preferably the oscillating part, being dis-
posed below the laying head. The belt is supported 
upon a series of shafts having sprockets mounted 
thereon which engage the belt; one or more of these 
shafts is driven by a motor assembly. A cam mecha-
nism is associated with the driven shaft to cause that 
shaft to oscillate along its longitudinal axis, the oscilla-
tion being approximately one inch in both directions 
from center. The belt in tum oscillates, and as the 
rings are deposited upon the belt, the rings are d is-
placed transversely to the direction of the conveyor 
motion. The transverse displacement of the rings re-
duces the edge packing and assists in cooling the rings 
uniformly. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus is disclosed for moving an assembly of 
two vertical rolls and their respective upper and lower 
bearing chocks into and out of a roll housing in a roll-
ing mill. The apparatus includes a central carrying 
member acting through oppositely extending adjust-
able link members pivotally connected to the upper 
bearing chocks of the roll assembly. 
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[57) A8STRACf 
An axial preloading device is disclosed for use with ax-
ially adjustable grooved work rolls in a rolling mill. 
The work rolls are axially adjusted by a mechanism 
which includes relatively rotatable and reactive sup-
porting components, and the preloading device exerts 
an axial force on the mechanism to eliminate mechan-
ical backlash between the aforesaid components. 
4 Claims, 5 Drawing Fagures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A seal for use between a housing and a rotatable shaft 
is disclosed. The seal includes a circular first assembly 
mounted on the shaft for rotation therewith, the said 
first assembly having an outer peripheral groove 
formed between a pair of radially extending flingers. A 
second assembly sealingly engages the housing, with 
an annular portion thereof protruding radially in-
wardly into the peripheral groove of the first assembly, 
and with the surfaces of the protruding annular por-
tion being spaced relative to the adjacent surfaces of 
the groovt:. Circular wear rings carried by the flingers 
frictionally engage the protruding annular portion of 
the second assembly. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A seal for use between a housing and a rotatable shaft 
is disclosed. The seal includes a first sealing assembly 
mounted on the roll shaft for rotation therewith, the 
said first assembly having an outer peripheral groove 
formed between a pair of radiaiJy extending flingers. A 
second sealing assembly sealingly engages the housing, 
with an annular portion thereof protruding radially in-
wardly into the peripheral groove of the first sealing 
assembly. The said protruding portion is provided with 
flanges which frictionally engage the flingers on the 
first sealing assembly. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for mounting a multi-groove work roll on a 
roll shaft in a rolling mill. The apparatus includes a 
shoulder on the roll shaft, a spacer assembly on the 
roll shaft in engagement at one end with the shoulder, 
the opposite end of the spacer assembly being in en-
gagement with a work roll axially received on the roll 
shaft, and a retainer assembly for holding the work 
roll against the spacer assembly in an operative posi-
tion with one of the roll grooves aligned with the mill 
pass line. The spacer assembly includes at least one 
removable element, the presence or absence of which 
will change the axial length of the spacer assembly by 
a distance equal to the spacing between the centers of 
adjacent grooves on the work roll. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for detecting abnormal gains or losses in 
the amount of liquid lubricant being circulated 
through a lubrication system of the type having a pres-
surized side for delivering the lubricant from a main 
receiving tank to the equipment being lubricated, and 
an unpressurized drain side for returning the lubricant 
from the equipment to the receiving tank. The appara-
tus is located on the drain side of the system, and in-
cludes an indicating tank having a cross-sectional area 
substantially smaller than that of the main receiving 
tank. The lubricant is returned from the equipment 
being lubricated to the indicating tank, which is in 
tum drained into the main receiving tank through a 
drain line which has a metering valve adjusted to 
maintain a given operating level in the indicating tank 
during normal operation of the system. A level indica-
tor generates a warning signal when the liquid level in 
the indicating tank undergoes an abnormal change 
from said given operating level. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus is disclosed for use in a rolling mill to 
support the bearing chocks of a work roll in a roll hous-
ing. The apparatus includes specially designed compo-
nents interposed between the bearing chocb and the 
restraining devices employed to oppose the uia1 and 
transverse forces developed during a rolling operation. 
The aforesaid components offer minimum resistance to 
movement of the bearing chocks through minute dis-
tances in the direction of rolling. The apparatus of the 
present invention makes it possible to measure tension in 
the product being rolled by employing sensing devices 
acting on the bearing chocks. 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for conveying an elongated hot-rolled steel 
rod in overlapping off-set ring form over a controlled 
cooling conveyor. The conveyor is provided with a 
plurality of nozzles through which cooling air is sup-
plied to the edges of the rings and with a lesser num-
ber of nozzles through which cooling air is supplied to 
the centers of the rings. The center and edge nozzles 
are supplied through independent air plenums each of 
which is supplied with air from independently con-
trolled air blowers. The blowers are independently ad-
justable to adjust the quantity of cooling air to the 
center and edges of the rings. The nozzles are config-
ured to direct high velocity streams of air along non-
intersecting paths through the rings. The apparatus 
provides means for carrying out a process in which, by 
properly controlling the independently adjustable 
blowers, the rings may be made to cool along a prede-
termined time cooling curve with all parts of the rings 
cooling at the same rate. 
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[51] ABSTRACT 
A process for forming a ferrous billet into a finished 
product is disclosed comprising the following steps, in 
sequence: heating the billet to an appropriate elevated 
bulk temperature in preparation for rolling; hot rolling 
the heated billet to produce a semifinished product 
. having an intermediate bulk temperature which is lower 
than said elevated bulk temperature; cooling the semi-
finished product to reduce the surface temperature 
thereof to a level below that of a desired finish rolling 
bulk temperature; allowing the temperatures of the 
surface and center portions of the semifinished product 
to equalize substantially to the level of the desired finish 
rolling bulk temperature; rolling the semifinished prod-
uct to a finished product; and, cooling the finished prod-
uct to an ambient bulk temperature. 
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of cooling chambers. Each chamber comprises a sta-
tiona ry lower section and a removable cover section. 
the interior walls of each being heat reflective . Each 
chamber is also provided with tubes supported adja-
cent the interior walls and controlled in temperature 
by gas passing through said tubes, said gas being cold 
or hot, the hot gas being supplied from a plurality of 
separately controlled burners. The tubes differentialJy 
control the rate of heat radiation from the rod rings to 
compensate for the different rates of radiational heat 
loss emanating from the top and sides of the rod rings 
so as to cause the rod to cool uniformly. The side 
walls of the chamber are provided with adjustable ap-
ertures for the escape of radiant energy from the sides 
of the rod rings. Means are provided for controllably 
lifting the roof from its completely closed position to 
one in which the top of the lower section is entirely 
exposed. Means are also provided for blowing cooling 
air through the rings. The apparatus provides means 
for carrying out a process for controlling the loss of 
heat from the rod by applying radiant heat selectively 
to the rod, by reflection from the interior walls or by 
the heated or cooled tubes, or both, substantially in 
inverse proportion to the accumulated mass of the rod 
from side to side of the conveyor. 
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Apparatus for conveying an elongated hot-rolled steel 
rod in otT-set form on a conveyor through a series of 
cooling chambers. Each chamber comprises a station-
ary lower section and a removable cover section, the 
interior walls of each being heat reflective. Each cham-
ber is also provided with tubes supported adjacent the 
interior walls and controlled in temperature by gas 
passing through said tubes, said gas being cold or hot, 
the hot gas being supplied from a plurality of separately 
controlled burners. The tubes differentially control the 
rate of heat radiation from the rod rings to compensate 
for the different rates of radiational heat loss emanating 
from the top and sides of the rod rings so as to cause the 
rod to cool unifor:nly. The side walls of the chamber 
are provided with adjustable apertures for the escape of 
radiant energy from the sides of the rod rings. Means 
are provided for controllably lifting the roof from its 
completely closed position to one in which the top of 
the lower section is entirely exposed. Means are also 
provided for blowing cooling air through the rings. The 
apparatus provides means for carrying out a process for 
controlling the loss of heat from the rod by applying 
radiant beat selectivdy to the rod, by reflection from 
the interior walls· or by the heated or cooled tubes, or 
both. substantially in inverse proportion to the accumu-
lated mass of the rod from side to side of the conveyor. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus and system is disclosed for receiving up-
standing cylindrical product coils from a coil forming 
station at the delivery end of a rolling mill. and for 
transporting the coils along a path along which addi-
tional processing operations are performed on the coils 
at different locations. The apparatus includes a plurality 
of separately driven and independently operable roller 
table modules which are aligned to form longitudinally 
extending roller conveyor avenues. Transfer carriages 
are provided to laterally shift certain or these roller 
table modules from one to another of the longitudinally 
extending roller conveyor avenues. The drives for the 
roller table modules and the transfer carriages are all 
located beneath the transport level defined by the table 
rollers, the latter being located approximtely at the 
floor level of the coil handling area. Smaller coils may 
be carried directly on the rollers of the roller table 
modules, while larger coils are preferably carried on 
specially designed pallets. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A pallet is disclosed for use in a rolling mill for support-
ing cylindrical product coils during the transfer thereof 
from one location to another. 1be pallet includes a 
generally U-shaped base section having laterally spaced 
leg members joined at their rearward ends by a bridging 
member. 1be upper surfaces of the leg members are 
inclined slightly from front to rear. Support members 
or posts extend vertically from the rearward portions of 
the leg members. A coil supported on the pallet will 
have its lowermost end resting on the base section with 
the inclined upper surfaces of the leg members causing 
the coil to assume a slightly inclined position resting 
against the support members. 
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[57] ABSfRACf 
An apparatus is disclosed for use in a rolling mill to 
invert upstanding cylindrical product coils in order to 
facilitate trimming and inspection of both ends of the 
coils. The apparatus includes a cradle into which a coil 
is laterally received. The coil is inverted by rotating the 
cradle about an axis transverse to the coil axis. Suitable 
holding devices on the cradle operate to prevent coil 
distortion during its inversion. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus is disclosed for use in a rolling mill in 
compacting an upstanding cylindrical product coil. 
The apparatus includes a compacting station having a 
base platen divided into laterally spaced sections and 
an overlying vertically movable upper platen. A trans- · 
port mechanism is employed to carry a coil laterally 
from a receiving station into the compacting station at 
an operative position between the platens. The trans-
port mechanism includes a mandrel extending axially 
through the coil and an elevator head which is held by 
the mandrel in a raised position supporting the coil 
bottom at a level above the base platen. Thereafter, a 
lowering of the upper platen is accompanied by a cor-
responding gradual axial retraction of the mandrel and 
a lowering of the elevator head to the level of the base 
platen. This results in an axial compaction of the coil 
between the platens while the mandrel continues to 
provide internal support for the coil. Suitable retaining 
bands or straps are applied to the compacted coil, 
after which the upper plate, mandrel and elevator 
head are returned to their raised positions, and the 
transport mechanism is employed to move the com-
pacted banded coil laterally from the compacting sta-
tion to a delivery station. 
8 ~ 18 Drawing FigUres 
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[57) ABSfRACf 
For use in combination with a work roll mounted on 
the end section of a shaft by means of a sleeve member 
axially inserted in a wedged operative position therebe-
tween, a fluid actuated tool assembly removably en-
gageable with the shaft and sleeve member for axially 
moving the sleeve member into and out of its operative 
position. The tool assembly preferably comprises a 
piston contained in a cylinder which during use is mov-
able axially relative to the piston. At a first end of the 
tool assembly, the piston is removably attachable to the 
shaft and the cylinder is arranged to abut the sleeve. At 
an opposite second end of the tool assembly, the cylin-
der is removably attachable to the sleeve, and the pis-
ton is arranged to abut the shaft. The piston and cylin-
der have cooperating internal surfaces arranged to 
define a chamber adapted to receive fluid under pres-
sure, the said fluid pressure being operative to move 
the cylinder relative to the piston. Depending on which 
end of the tool assembly is being used, the aforemen-
tioned cylinder movement will produce a correspond-
~g movement of the sleeve member into or out of its 
operative position between the shaft and the work roll. 
14 Claims, 6 Drawing Figura 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for aligning the ends of product lengths · 
being delivered laterally into an alignment zone. The 
apparatus employs a plurality of pairs of alignment 
heads which are arranged to reciprocally contact and 
align the ends of product lengths as they arrive in the 
alignment zone. The alignment heads are mounted for 
movement on a stationary rail spanning the length of 
the alignment zone. The rail is supported on a frame 
which also carries a pair of reciprocally driven draw 
bars. Remotely operable devices are employed to re-
leasably connect the alignment heads to the draw bars 
and to adjust the spacing between cooperating pairs of 
alignment heads. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for forming elongated elements such as 
round bars, pipes and the like into a hexagonal bundle. 
Tiers containing appropriate numbers of elongated ele-
ments are deposited one upon the other in an assembly 
zone. The assembly zone is defined by a plurality of 
support surfaces, one of which is stationary, and the 
remainder of which are adjustable in relation to the 
stationary support surface in order to gradually impart 
a hexagonal cross section to the elements accumulating 
in the assembly zone. The completed assemblage of 
elements is then externally tied into a bundle in order to 
substantially retain the aforesaid hexagonal cross sec-
tion after the bundle is removed from the assembly 
zone. 
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[57] ABSTRACf 
An apparatus for observing the relative alignment of 
two pairs of guide rollers on a rolling mill roller guide. 
The roller guide is positioned with its guide roller pairs 
spaced along an axis extending between two light 
sources. A dichroic mirror is arranged between each 
pair of guide rollers and its adjacent light source: One 
dichroic mirror reflects blue light while transmitting 
red light, and the other dichroic mirror reflects red light 
while transmitting blue light. The light reflected from 
both dichroic mirrors is recombined by a third dichroic 
mirror and is then projected onto a screen as red and 
blue images which may be compared visually with a 
reference outline on the screen, the said outline being 
representative of proper guide roller alignment. When 
the roller pairs are properly aligned, the red and blue 
images coincide on the screen to produce a white image 
aligned with the reference outline. 
9 Oaima, 6 Drawing Figures 
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[54] NECK SEAL 
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[57] ABSTRACI' 
A neck seal is disclosed for use on a roD neck in a 
rolling mill. The neck seal has a flexible circular body 
with a pair of axially spaced resilient flanges extending 
radially therefrom. At least one and preferably both of 
the resilient flanges bas a first annular section extend-
ing radially outwardly from the seal body to an interme-
diate peripheral shoulder, and a second annular section 
extending inwardly from the peripheral shoulder back 
towards the seal body. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A seal is disclosed for use on the neck of a rotatable roll 
in a rolling mill. The seal includes a flexible circular 
inner body segment adapted to be mounted in sealing 
engagement on the roll neck for rotation therewith, and 
a flexible circular outer body segment adapted to be 
mounted on the exterior surface of the inner body seg-
ment. The outer body segment has axially spaced resil-
ient flanges extending radially outwardly therefrom. 
The inner and outer body segments, which may if de-
sired be manufactured of different materials, are con-
nected together in a manner which prevents rotation of 
one segment relative to the other segment, and which 
also preferably permits the outer body segment to be 
readily separated from the inner body segment. A rein-
forcing element may be associated with the outer body 
segment for the purpose of resisting centrifugal forces 
acting on the seal during rotation of the roll neck. 
6 Oaims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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[57) ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for mounting a multi groove work roll on a 
roll shaft in a rolling mill. The apparatus includes a 
shoulder on the roll shaft, a spacer assembly on the roll 
shaft in engagement at one end with the shoulder, the 
opposite end of the spacer assembly being in engage-
ment with a work roll axially received on the roll shaft, 
and a retainer assembly for holding the work roll 
against the spacer assembly in an operative position 
with one of the roll grooves aligned with the mill pass 
line. The spacer assembly includes at least two axially 
engaged components, one of which is reversible end-
wise relative to the other in order to change the overall 
axial length of the spacer assembly to thereby shift the 
roll axially through an appropriate distance to make 
use of additional grooves on the work roll. 
I 0 Claims, 5 Drawing Fagures 
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(57) ABSTRACI' 
A multi-line rolling system having a plurality of rolling 
positions aligned in the direction of rolling. Each rolling 
position includes a housing or housing structures sup-
porting at least two sets of work rolls which may be 
selectively coupled to a common power source, thereby 
permitting the rolling line formed by one roll set to be 
rendered inoperative while the rolling line of the other 
roll set continues to roll product received from a feed 
line. The system further includes an appropriate switch-
ing mechanism for directing product from the feed line 
to either rolling line. 
12 Oafms, 8 Drawiag Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A flexible seal and seal assembly is disclosed for use in 
rolling mills where roll necks are jou.rnalled for rotation 
in oil film bearings. 
The flexible seal has a circular seal body adapted to be 
mounted in sealing engagement on a tapered section of 
the roll neck for rotation therewith. and a pair of circu-
lar flexible flanges integral with and extending radially 
outwardly from the seal body with at least one of the 
flexible flanges being provided at its outer edge with an 
angularly extending flexible annular lip. 
The seal assembly includes the aforesaid flexible seal 
surrounded by a circular non-rotatable rigid seal end 
plate having a radially inwardly extending rigid flange 
separating oppositely extending rigid shoulders. The 
rigid flange is located between the flexible flanges of the 
seal, with its inner edge spaced radially from the seal 
body. The shoulders of the seal end plate have cylindri-
cal shoulder surfaces which are parallel to the rotational 
axis of the roll neck and which are arranged to be seal-
ingly engaged by the flexible annular lips of the seal. 
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ABSTRACT 
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- 4,071,255 
Jan.31, 1978 
A flexible seal element with a reinforced drain labyrinth 
is disclosed for use on the outer seal ring of a seal assem-
bly located between a roll end face and a bearing chock 
in a rolling mill, particularly the bearing chocks of the 
upper backup roll and the work rolls in a four-high mill. 
The seal element has a circular body portion adapted to · 
tightly surround the outer seal ring. A first circular lip 
extends outwardly away from the body portion at an 
angle relative to the axis thereof to frictionally contact 
the roll end face. The seal body has a drain opening 
which is arranged to be aligned radially with a drainage 
port in the outer seal ring. The drain opening is pro-
tected by a second lip which extends outwardly from 
the seal body in a direction opposite to that of the first 
mentioned lip. A relatively stiff baffle member is at-
tached to the seal body at a location spaced radially 
inwardly from the second lip. The baftle member and 
the second lip cooperate in providing a reinforced drain 
labyrinth which effectively prevents cooling water, mill 
scale, etc. from ·being centrifugally directed upwardly 
into the bearing from the rotating surfaces of underly-
ing rolls. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus is disclosed for trimming and or subdivid-
ing rod or other similar mill products at a coil forming . 
station. The rod, which may have previously been 
formed into overlapping rings on a conveyor, is carried 
to the upper end of an upstanding cylindrical chamber 
overlying an axially aligned mandrel. The rings drop 
from the conveyor through the chamber onto the man-
drel where they are collected in coil form. Separating 
fingers are movable into the chamber to temporarily 
interrupt the descent of rings therethrough, with the 
rings above the separating fingers being connected to 
the rings accumulated around the underlying mandrel 
by a single connecting strand. Pivotal arms, preferably 
sickle-shaped, are movable beneath the separating fm-
gers across the path of ring descent. Each pivotal arm 
carries a shear blade which cooperates with a station-
ary shear blade located at the periphery of the path of 
ring descent. The connecting strand is carried by one of 
the aforesaid arms through a short distance to the pe-
riphery of the path of ring descent where the strand is 
cut by the cooperating shear blades. 
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[57] ABSTRACI' 
An apparatus for handling and storing elongated arti-
cles comprises a plurality of parallel article support 
members or skids arranged in a horizontal plane to 
define a storage area having a receiving side from 
which the skids extend laterally. A plurality of transfer 
cars are located between the skids beneath the aforesaid 
horizontal plane. The transfer cars are aligned in a di-
rection perpendicular to the skids and are moved in 
unison towards or away from the receiving side of the 
storage area by a common drive. Each transfer car 
carries a set of article elevating members with each set 
being adjustable individually between a lowered inoper-
ative position beneath the plane of the skids and a raised 
operative position protruding thereabove. 
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[57] ABSI'RACf 
An apparatus for laterally arranging bars, particularly 
ferrous bars, moving longitudinally along a roller con-
veyor in a rolling mill. The bars are initially confmed 
laterally into a compact group centrally located be-
tween the conveyor sides. The compact group is then 
subdivided into a plurality of laterally spaced bar packs 
which are then run over one or more magnetic separat-
ing rollers to achieve a desired lateral separation be-
tween each bar. 
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(S7] ABSI'RACI' 
An apparatus for laterally separating a group of elon-
gated magnetic elements, for example steel bars which 
are moving longitudinally along a conveyor. A rotat-
able fanning roll extends transversally across the path of 
the bars. The fanning roll has a magnet associated there-
with. The magnet attracts the bars towards the fanning 
roll while simultaneously creating repulsion forces 
tending to laterally separate the bars. A deflecting roll 
located in advance of the fanning roll is employed to 
deflect the ban out of their normal path of travel in 
relation to the surface of the fanning roll to thereby 
produce a momentary separation between the front 
ends of the bars and the fanning roll. During this mo-
mentary separation, the magnetically induced repulsion 
forces are not impeded by frictional resistance between 
the bars and the surface of the fanning roll, and this in 
tum improves the resulting lateral bar separation. 
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A process for rolling steel rod is provided whereby 
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Aug. 30, 1983 
rolling rod at delivery speeds in e.xcess of 15,000 fpm 
and cooling same after laying it in spread-out ring form 
on a conveyor is made feasible with less risk of cobbles 
and improved rod quality especially in the medium to 
high carbon content range by entering the rod after 
rolling into the laying head and thereafter cooling same 
non-uniformly through a grain size growing phase and 
a transformation phase with the non-uniformity of cool-
ing rate during the transformation phase being kept in 
substantially inverse proportion to the differences in 
effective grain size established in the first phase. In 
addition a very long cooling conveyor which is necessi-
tated by such delivery speeds (not only for high carbon 
steels but also low carbon and low alloy steels) is pro- 1 
vided without requiring additional horizontal space, by 
arranging the conveyor in a multiplicity of tiers, spaced 
vertically, running in opposite directions, and being 
provided with means for transferring the rings from one 
tier to the next. Cobbles on the conveyor at high deliv-
ery speeds are minimized by coiling with ~" spacing, 
and by reforming means adapted for high speed deliv-
ery of rings from the conveyor onto an upwardly slop-
ing mandrel surface, or into a curved chute which 
stacks the rings on their sides. An intermittent reheat 
method is employed for processing rod where slow 
cooling and/or heat treatment at a steady temperature is 
required. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A process fo r rolling steel rod is provided whereby 
rolling rod at delivery speeds in excess of 15,000 fpm 
and cooling same after laying it in spread-out ring form 
on a conveyor is made feasible with less risk of cobbles 
and improved rod quality especially in the medium to 
high carbon content range by entering the rod after 
rolling into the laying head and thereafter cooling same 
non-uniformly through a grain size growing phase and 
a transformation phase with the non-uniformity of cool-
ing rate during the transformation phase being kept in 
substantially inverse proponion to the differences in 
effective grain size established in the first phase. In 
addition a very long cooling conveyor which is necessi-
tated by such delivery speeds (not only for high carbon 
steels but also low carbon and low alloy steels) is pro-
vided without requiring additional horizontal space, by 
arranging the conveyor in a multiplicity of tiers, spaced 
vertically, running in opposite directions, and being 
provided with means for transferring the rings from one 
tier to the next. Cobbles on the conveyor at high deliv-
ery speeds arc minimized by coiling with i" spacing, 
and by reforming means adapted for high speed deliv-
ery of rings from the conveyor onto an upwardly slop-
ing mandrel surface, or into a curved chute which 
stacks the rings on their sides. An intermittent reheat 
method is employed for processing rod where slow 
cooling and/or beat treatment at a steady temperature is 
required. 
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(57] ABSTRAcr 
Apparatus and methods for bot rolling and treating rod 
first by depositing the rod in spread~t ring form on a 
moving conveyor, then gathering it into a relatively 
loose somewhat offset bundle and thereafter subjecting 
it to batch treatments among which are conventional 
annealing, and/or coating and baking as well as new 
forms of annealing not beretofor practiced. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A laying head is disclosed for forming the longitudi-
nally moving hot rolled product of a rolling mill into a 
helix. The laying head includes a housing carrying a 
cone assembly for rotation about an axis. The cone 
assembly has a support member with a three dimen-
sional configuration curving around said axis. A plural-
ity of clamp members are fixed to the support member 
at spaced locations along the length thereof. A plurality 
of discrete tubular guides are removably retained by the 
clamp members at operative positions collectively de-
fining a guide path which is parallel to the curvature of 
the support member. Means are provided for receiving 
the product along said axis and for delivering the prod-
uct into the ftrst of the guides. Means are also provided 
for rotating the cone assembly, whereupon passage of 
the product along the guide path will result in the prod-
uct exiting from the laying head in the form of a helix. 
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[57] ABSTRACf 
An apparatus for connecting a cover to a chock in a 
rolling mill comprising spaced supports on the chock., 
an arm extending laterally from the cover into the space 
between the supports, and a pin extending through 
communicating openings in the supports and the arm. 
Certain of the openings arc dimensioned in relation to · 
the pin to accommodate axial shifting of the cover be-
tween a closed position against the chock and an inter-
mediate position from which the cover is free to pivot 
about the pin to an open position exposing the bearing 
.end. A disengageable retainer is provided for holding 
the cover in the closed position. 
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In a rolling mill having a plurality of roll stands aligned 
along the mill pass line. each roll stand having parallel 
roll shafts carrying cooperating pairs of work rolls, 
with the roll shafts of at least some of the roll stands 
being offset 90• with respect to the roll shafts of the 
other roll stands in order to eliminate the necessity for 
twisting the product as it progresses from stand to stand 
along the mill pass line, an apparatus for driving the roll 
shafts consisting of intenneahed gears carried by each 
pair of roll shafts for establishing a drive connection 
therebetween; a driven sprocket wheel connected to 
ooe roll abaft of each pair; a gear unit for each roll 
stand, each gear unit having an input shaft aDd an output 
shaft, the output shaft of each gear unit being pual1e1 to 
the roll ahafta of the roll ltaDd aaociated therewith and 
having a driving aprocket wheel thereon; and eudless 
chains for coauecting the driving and driven sprocket 
wheels, the input ahafb of tbe gear units being intercon-
DCCted along a single drive line parallel to the mill pass 
line and being driven by a common power source. 
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[57) ABSTRACI' 
An oil fllm bearing for a roll neck in a rolling mill, 
wherein a sleeve with a tapered bore in mounted on a 
tapered section of the roll neck for rotation therewith, 
the sleeve being journalled in a non-rotatable btishing 
contained in a bearing chock. During rolling, a film of 
high pressure oil is maintained hydrodynamically be-
tween the sleeve and bushing at the bearing load zone. 
In order to provide lubrication at the roll neck/sleeve 
interface, a portion of the hydrodynamic oil is bled from 
the sleeve/bushing interface via holes extending radi-
ally through the sleeve into a plurality of longitudinal 
primary grooves in the sleeve bore. This conventional 
arrangement is improved by the addition of a plurality 
of secondary grooves in the sleeve bore. Oil is forced 
from the primary grooves into the second grooves via 
connecting grooves in the sleeve bore. The connecting 
grooves create a pressure differential which opposes 
reverse flow of oil from the secondary grooves into the 
primary grooves. 
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(57] ABSTRACf 
A high reduction method and apparatus for continu-
ously hot rolling a product through a plurality of roll 
passes, wherein the distribution of horizontal forces in 
at least one roll pass other than the flfSt is such that 
spontaneous entry is prevented by a maximum momen-
tary opposing force which is greater than the available 
delivery force of the preceding roll pass. An additional 
force is exerted on the product in advance of the pre-
ceding roll pass. This additional force, when combined 
with the available delivery force of the preceding roll 
pass, is of sufficient magnitude to overcome the maxi-
mum momentary opposing force of the said one roll 
pass and thus achieve forced entry therein. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A heavy duty axial adjustment mechanism for a rolling 
mill roll neck which is rotatably supported in a radial 
bearing contained in a chock. A rolling element thrust 
bearing has its inner race fixed axially in relation to the 
roll neck. The outer thrust bearing race is axially con-
fmed between separable retainer components which are 
interconnected by fasteners. The retainer components 
each have external adjusting threads in engagement 
with internal adjusting threads on the chock. Rotation 
of the interconnected retainer components imparts axial 
adjustments to the roll neck relative to the chock with-
out subjecting the fasteners to damaging thrust forces. 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
A coil forming apparatus has a pair of mutually perpen-
dicular elongated mandrels mounted on a hub. Rotation 
of the hub about an axis perpendicular to the mandrel 
axes results in the mandrels being moved between a 
collecting station at which they protrude vertically 
from the hub to receive product rings from an overlying 
delivery device, and a discharge station at one side of 
the hub at which they protrude horizontally to accom-
modate axial removal of the coils. The mandrels are 
axially adjustable relative to the hub, and each mandrel 
has oppositely disposed ends adapted to receive rings 
from the delivery device. A retracting device is em-
ployed to withdraw each mandrel across the rotational 
axis of the hub from the discharge station to an interme-
diate station on the opposite side of the hub. 
11 Oaims, 14 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A bearing assembly for a roll neck in a rolling mill 
includes as an integral component a force exerting 
means consisting of a nut threaded on a ring. T he ring is 
detachably mounted by means of a bayonet-type con-
nection in a non-rotatable axially confined position on 
the roll neck. The nut is engageable with other bearing 
components and is rotatable relative to the ring to axi-
ally force the bearing assembly into and out of its opera-
tive position on the roll neck. 
11 Oaims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A apparatus for separating unacceptable elongated ele-
ments from a batch of such elements being dropped 
laterally and singly from a delivery mechanism into a 
receiver. The unacceptable elements are deflected away 
from their path of descent from the delivery mechanism 
to a laterally located discharge zone, from which the 
unacceptable elements are then removed longitudinally 
to a location remote from the receiver. 
3 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A pouring reel has a rotatable tube with a bottom and an 
upstanding cylindrical side wall open at the top. Pin 
members are arranged in a circular row concentrically 
within the side wall. The pin members are pivotally 
adjustable between vertical positions cooperating with 
the tub side wall to define an annular coil forming 
chamber, and inoperative positions inclined inwardly 
from the side wall. Pivotal adjustment of the pin mem-
bers from their inoperative to their operative positions 
is achieved by inserting a carrier into the tub. The car-
rier has a base which extends across and forms the bot-
tom of the coil forming chamber, and a central core 
which carries contact membrs arranged to urge the pin 
members into their operative positions. 
11 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A compact rolling mill has a housing structure divided 
into a plurality of rolling bays by rigidly interconnected 
posts extending transversally across the rolling line. 
Each rolling bay has a window facing a common side of 
the mill. The rolling bays are adapted to contain roll 
packages, with each such package including a pair of 
work rolls straddle mounted between bearings arranged 
in bearing chocks. The roll packages are movable, ei-
ther singly or as a group, in a common lateral direction 
through the windows, between operative rolling posi-
tions supported by the housing posts within the rolling 
bays, and extracted inoperative positions on the afore-
said common side of the mill. 
15 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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In a rolling mill wherein hot rolled rod is directed along 
a downwardly curved path into a vertical laying head 
which forms the rod into a series of rings, a method of 
and apparatus for propelling the rod through the laying 
head. The rod is passed between a pair of adjustable 
driven pinch rolls located in advance of the down-
wardly curved path. An initial closing force is exerted 
on the pinch rolls to establish an initial parting prior to 
entry of a rod front end therebetween. The initial pa rt-
ing is sized to produce at least some rod deformation 
while providing a driving relationship between the 
pinch rolls and the rod. The initial closing force is 
greater than the momentary surge in separating force 
accompanying impact of a rod front end with the pinch 
rolls. The initial parting is maintained until the rod front 
end has negotiated the downwardly curved path and 
has passed through the laying head, at which time the 
initial closing force is released. The pinch rolls can then 
either be opened completely to allow the rod to con-
tinue running freely therebetween, or the initial closing 
force can be replaced by a lower secondary closing 
force which aiiows the rod to push the pinch rolls apart 
to a secondary parting. The second parting continues 
the driving relationship between the pinch rolls and the 
rod, without any accompanying rod deformation. 
10 Oaims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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[57) ABSTRACf 
A single strand rolling mill has successive pairs of work 
rolls arranged to roll rod and bar products in a twist-
free manner. The work rolls are carried on roll shafts 
included as part of ro11 packages which are detachably 
mounted to gear housings, and the gear housings con-
tain intermediate drive shafts and intermeshed gears 
connected via line shaft segments and intermeshed 
bevel gears to a primary mi11 drive. The gear housings 
are carried on a base which is made up of a flat verti-· 
ca11y upstanding structural member standing on edge 
and joined to an underlying base plate. The structural 
member extends beneath and in parallel relationship to 
the rolling line. Rib members extend laterally away 
from and are spaced along opposite sides of the struc-
tural member. The rib members are joined on edge to 
both the structural member and the base plate and have 
upper support edges on which the gear housings are 
secured. 
8 Oaims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A niaterial handling apparatus has a first operational 
mode for bundling elongated elements having round 
cross-sectional profiles, and a second operational mode 
for stacking elongated elements having shaped flat-
sided cross-sectional profiles. 
13 Qaims, 21 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A water guard for use in a rolling mill wherein the neck 
of a roll is rotatably supported in an oil fl.lm bearing 
contained in a bearing chock, with a seal assembly lo-
cated between the roll end face and the bearing chock 
to retain oil in the bearing and to exclude contaminants 
such as cooling water, mill scale, etc. from the bearing. 
The seal assembly includes a circular seal end plate 
fixed relative to the bearing chock at a location sur-
rounding a flexible seal mounted on th~ roll neck for 
rotation therewith. The water guard is circular and it 
has a radially extending mounting flange integrally 
joined at its inner edge to an angularly outwardly ex-
tending sealing flange. The mounting flange is adapted 
to be surrounded by and to be secured to the seal end 
plate, and to provide the sole means for supporting and 
maintaining the sealing flange in frictional contact with 
the roll end face. Both the water guard flanges are elas-
tically flexible with the mounting flange having a rigid-
ity which is greater than that of the sealing flange. 
8 Oaims, 8 Drawing F"l.gures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus is provided whereby maximum options for 
the treatment of steel rod in direct sequence with rolling 
are available within a single piece of equipment, all on a 
single treatment line, and all at convenient, labor free, 
push-button control. Maximum application of heat to 
the rod is provided for heat treating, slow-cooling or 
intermittent reheat cooling or treating, and alternatively 
maximum application of cooling air is available by 
means of individually controllable air ducts and guides 
associated with each roller conveyor for applying air at 
different pressures both across and/or along the con-
veyor. Special means for applying forced air to the rod 
through outlets in contact with the rod assure maximum 
penetration of cooling air into the dense parts of the lay. 
Special forms of rollers are provided for applying cool-
ing air to the rod and to the rollers as well as for sup-
porting rod during heat treatment. 
7 Claims, 10 Drawing FigUreS 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus is provided whereby maximum options for 
the treatment of steel rod in direct sequence with rolling 
are available within a single piece of equipment, all on a 
single treatment line, and all at convenient, labor free, 
push-button control. Maximum application of heat to 
the rod is provided for heat treating, slow-cooling or 
intermittent reheat cooling ~r treating, and alternatively 
maximum application of cooling air is available by 
means of individually controllable air ducts and guides 
associated with each roller conveyor for applying air at 
different pressures both across and/or along the con-
veyor. Special means for applying forced air to the rod 
through outlets in contact with the rod assure maximum 
penetration of cooling air into the dense parts of the lay. 
Special forms of rollers are provided for applying cool-
ing air to the rod and to the rollers as well as for sup-
porting rod during h~at treatment. 
3 aaims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for quenching steel rod in a 
high speed rolling mill is provided wherein a liquid 
coolant is preliminarily applied to the rod prior to its 
exiting from the mill finishing train in order to increase 
the column strength of the exiting rod by lowering the 
surface temperature thereof to Jess than about 950° C. 
Thereafter, as the rod progresses through additional 
liquid cooling devices on the way to the mill laying 
head, tractive forces are applied to the rod. T he afore-
said increase in rod column strength acts in concert 
with the application of tractive force to insure that the 
rod has sufficient rigidity and forward momentum to 
pass from the finishing train through the liquid cooling 
devices and to and through the laying head. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for controlling the gauge of a 
product, such as for example a rod or bar, as the prod-
uct is passing from an upstream roll stand to a finishing 
block. The product is rolled under tension between 
successive sizing stands arranged between the upstream 
roll stand and the finishing block. Variable loops are 
introduced in the product between the upstream stand 
and the first sizing stand as well as between the second 
sizing stand and the finishing block. Cross sectional 
dimensional measurements are taken of the product 
emerging from the second sizing stand, and signals rep-
resentative of such measurements are employed by a 
controller to vary the product tension between the 
sizing stands in order to correct ofT gauge conditions in 
the product emerging from the second sizing stand. 
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[57] ABSTRACf 
A method and apparatus for imparting a three-dimen-
sionally curved configuration to a straight elongated 
element wherein one end of the element is removably 
supported with its axis coincident with a reference axis. 
The element is partially pre-bent away from the refer-
ence axis into conformity with a two-dimensional first 
guide path. Thereafter, the pre-bent element is bent into 
conformity with a three-dimensional helical second 
guide path. 
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[S7] ABSI'RACI' 
An apparatus for assembling tubes, bars, rods and other 
like elongated elements preparatory to bundling the 
same. 
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[57] ABSTRACf 
A coolant seal for use in a rolling mill wherein the neck 
of a roll is rotatably supported in an oil film bearing 
contained within a bearing chock, with a seal assembly 
located between the roll end face and the bearing chock · 
to retain oil in the bearing and to exclude contaminants 
such as cooling water, mill scale, etc. from the bearing. 
The seal assembly includes a circular seal end plate 
fixed relative to the bearing chock at a location sur-
rounding a circular flanged seal mounted on the roll 
neck for rotation therewith. The coolant seal is circular, 
with a radially disposed mounting Oange integrally 
joined at its inner edge to a sealing Oange extending 
angularly and flexibly therefrom. The mounting flange 
is secured to a mounting surface on the seal end plate at 
a location placing the sealing flange in frictional contact 
with the roll end face. The mounting flange is provided 
with an integral bumper protruding axially therefrom in 
one direction towards the roll end face, and an integral 
positioning shoulder protruding axially therefrom in the 
opposite direction in a recess in the mounting surface of 
the seal end plate. 
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[S7] ABSTRACI' 
The dimensions of a product passing through the finish-
ing block of a roll rolling mill are measured. Where the 
dimensions of the product exiting the last finishing stand 
are out~f-tolerance, a calculation is made to determine 
the extent to which the roll parting of the work rolls of 
one of the two last finishing stands must be adjusted to 
bring the product into tolerance. Based on the calcu-
lated adjustment, progressively smaller adjustments are 
made to the roll partings of the work rolls of the up-
stream finishing stands to distribute the work which 
must be performed on the product to bring the product 
into tolerance. 
9 Oaims, 17 Dnnrina Figures 
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[57] ABSTRACI' 
A method for rolling and heat treating small diameter 
stainless steel rod, comprising the following sequence of 
steps: cooling the rod prior -to and during fmish rolling 
to increase its stiffness; passing the rod through a sizing 
mill to achieve close tolerances; subjecting the rod to 
additional water cooling to thereby improve its resis-
tance to surface scratching; forming the rod into rings 
which are received in an offset pattern on an open mov-
ing conveyor; subjecting the offset rings moving along 
the conveyor to a solid solutioning treatment by reheat-
ing and water quenching the same; and then air cooling 
and drying the rings before collecting them into coils. 
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[54] MASS FLOW CONTROL SYSfEM FOR WIRE 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
A mass flow control system for a wire drawing machine 
wherein wire is drawn through a die by a rotating block 
driven by a variable speed motor. The thus drawn wire 
is· accumulated as a plurality of windings on the block 
before being removed therefrom via a guide. The guide 
is arranged on a carrier ring which rotates indepen-
dently of the block about the axis of block rotation 
when a difference exists between the rates at which 
wire is wound onto and removed from the block. The 
control system includes a motion detector for generat-
ing electrical signals representative of the direction and 
speed of rotation of the carrier ring. Controls associated 
with the drive motor and responsive to the aforesaid 
signals adjust the rotational speed of the block in order 
to reach a steady state condition where wire is being 
wound onto and removed from the block at the same 
rate, and the carrier ring remains motionless. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A level winding apparatus for coiling elongated mate-
rial, such as wire or tube, into a compact coil. A non-
contacting device located near a spooling arrangement 
for coiling consists of at least two parallel spaced-apart 
arm arrangements each located on either side of the 
material as it is wound onto a spool. Each arm arrange-
ment is adjustable to accommodate the transverse di-
mension of the material arid carries a photoelectric 
control unit having fiber optic carrying cables con-
nected to transmitter and receiver means for creating a 
high Intensity light field extending at least a length to 
accommodate a range of paths of travel the material 
takes from the feeding means to the spool starting from 
an empty spool to build-up of the coil. An undesirable 
approach angle of the material onto the spool is de-
tected and a correction is made so that the formed coil 
contains a number of superimposed layers each with a 
number of evenly and closely abutting adjacent wind-
ings. 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
An arrangement for and method of operation for 
threading strand-like material such as wire or tubing 
around a grooved type, rotatable block assembly 
wherein tension is needed to pull the material through a 
reduction die, includes a plate mounted on the same 
shaft as the block. This plate supports three devices 
used in a time sequence relationship in said threading 
operation for the drawing process: a gripper arm for 
grasping the pointed end and introducing it into the 
groove; a shear for severing the pointed end; and a 
deflector mechanism for guiding the material away 
from the block assembly. Clutch assemblies are selec-
tively operated to place the plate into and out of en-
gagement with the drawing block for the plate's rota-
tion therewith and it's non-rotation. 
21 Oaims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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[S7] ABSTRACf 
A fluidized bed die container holding a lubricant com-
pound receives material which is to be redu~ in a die. 
Pressurized air entering the bed beneath the lubricant 
agitates the particles to fluidize them so that contact is 
continually assured between the lubricant and the mate-
rial, and the pressurized air is used to help cool the die. 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for uncoiling material suc h as 
wire, from a coil supported about a horizontal axis by a 
drum, including separating a loop from the coil, and 
bending lhe leading end of the material upon its exit 
from a pinch roll unit so that it takes a path generally 
parallel to that of a predetermined passline, and 
straightening the material once the leading end passes 
through the straightener roll area. An end bender roll · 
and two of the straightener ro11s are mounted on a piv-
otal frame connected to a piston cylinder assembly 
which causes the frame to be rotated through an arc in 
a direction to either bring the end bender roll into an 
operative position while the two straightener rolls are in 
an inoperative position, or to bring the end bender roll 
into an inoperative position while the two straightener 
rolls assume a nested relationship with a fourth roll in an 
operative position. 
·22 Oaims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
A conveyor has successive mutually spaced driven 
rollers in which hot rolled steel rod is transported in the 
form of overlapping offset rings. The rings are rapidly 
air cooled by first nozzles which direct first jets of cool-
ing air upwardly to impinge against and to flow around · 
the conveyor rollers, and by second nozzles which 
direct second jets of cooling air upwardly between the 
rollers. The first and and second jets of cooling air 
produce respective frrst and second velocity profiles. 
each having an average velocity. The arrangement of 
the first and second nozzles in relation to each other and 
to the conveyor rollers is such that the velocity profiles 
of the first and second jets are superimposed one over 
the other to produce a broader combined velocity pro-
me having an average velocity greater than that of 
either the frrst or second velocity profiles. 
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{57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for cooling rolled wire rod consists of a first 
part which guides the wire rec tilinearl y and cools it 
with wate r, a turn-laying unit which form s the wi re into 
turns and lays the turns in staggerred disposition on a 
continuously running conveyor, .and a second part com-
prising the conveyor which allows passage of an ap-
proximately vertically directed stream of air to the turns 
and conveys the wire turns to a coil forming station 
which collects them . In order to provide substantial 
adaptability to various cooling requirements by means 
of simple and inexpensive conversion, the two parts are 
composed of a plurality of modules of the same modular 
length or an integral multiple of the modular length. A 
base frame carries the modules and the turn-laying unit 
is fixed on the base frame in a longitudinally displace-
able manner. Thus, the lengths of the first and second 
parts can be changed, and individual modules or groups 
can be replaced . 
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ABSTRACT [S7] 
A seal for uAC on the tapered section of a roll neck in a 
rolling mill . The~ has a flexible circular body with a 
circular lip and a carcular flange at one end thereof. The 
lip extend• aAially from the body and the flange extends 
radially from the body and normal or perpendicular 
with respect to the body axis when the seal is in an 
unstressed condition. The .seal is adapted to be axially 
received on and to be radially stressed by the tapered 
roll neck ..ection with an accompanying radial expan-
sion of the Up which produces a circumferential bend-
ing moment tendin~ to ~gularly distort the flange from 
its perpendicular onentauon to the seal axis. An internal 
circular 1houlder on the seal body, coacts with the 
tapered roll neck section to counteract the bending 
moment and thereby prevent distortion of the flange. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A circular coolant seal has a base flange arranged in a 
base plane perpendicular to the seal axis. A flexible 
resilient sealing flange is integrally joined at one edge to 
the base flange and terminates at its opposite edge in a 
sealing lip located in a sealing plane parallel to and 
spaced axially from the base plane. The sealing lip has a 
first portion extending from the base flange angularly 
away from the base plane and inwardly towards the seal 
axis to an intermediate hinge portion, and a second 
portion extending from the hinge portion away from the 
seal axis and angularly towards the sealing plane. The 
configuration, flexibility and resilience of the sealing 
flange is such that axial displacement of the sealing lip in 
relation to the base flange is accompanied by both axial 
and radial displacement of the hinge portion. 
8 Oaims, 4 Drawing FJ.gUreS 
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Attorney, Agent, or Firm-Maurice E. G authier 
[57] ABSTRACT 
In a rolling mil] wherein product is rolled continuously 
in successive first and second blocks at the finishing end 
of the mill, a pinch roll unit is interposed between the 
two blocks. The motor speed of the pinch roll unit is 
employed in combination with other variables to preset 
the motor speed of the Second block prior to entry of 
the product front end therein. The preset motor speed 
of the second block produces an acceptable level of 
interblock product tension once the product has entered 
the second block. Thereafter, product elongation in the 
first block is monitored and required adjustments to the 
motor speed of the second block are made in order to 
maintain interblock product tension within acceptable 
limits. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A universal joint has a cross formed by two mutually 
perpendicular pairs of coaxial trunnions, each pair of , 
trunnions being rotatably received in bearings which in 
turn ue coaxially retained in the bearing caps of one of 
two yokes. The yokes are subdivided into half sections 
vvhich each !nclude one of the bearing caps. The half 
sections oi each yoke are separably interconnected with 
a juncture therebetween defined by confronting mating 
surfaces. lnterengaging elements are provided at the 
juncture for preventing the thus interconnected half 
sections from shifting in relation to each other in direc-
tions which disturb the coaxial alignment of the bear-
ings. 
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[11] Patent Number: 
[45] Date of Patent: 
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Kehoe 
(57] ABSTRACT 
In a bearing assembly for a roll neck in a rolling mill, an 
inner seal ring is mounted with an interference fit as by 
shrink fitting, on an end portion of an inner bearing 
component, e.g., the sleeve of an oil film bearing or the 
inner race of a roller bearing. The end portion of the 
inner bearing component is suitably dimensioned and 
configured to deflect radially inwardly under the influ-
ence of hoop stresses developed as a result of the afore-
said interference fit, thereby causing the inner seal ring 
to be inclined towards the roll end face. The end por-
tion of the inner bearing component bas an outer diame-
ter which is larger than the outer diameter of the re-
mainder of the inner bearing component. 
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[S7] ABSTRAcr 
In a bearing assembly for a roll neck in a rolling mill, an 
inner seal ring is mounted with an interference fit as by 
shrink fitting, on an end portion of an inner bearing 
component, e.g., the sleeve of an oil film bearing or the 
inner race of a roller bearing. The end portion of the 
inner bearing component is suitably dimensioned and 
configured to deflect radially inwardly under the influ-
ence of hoop stresses developed as a result of the afore-
said interference fit, thereby causing the inner seal ring 
to be inclined towards the roll end face. The end por-
tion of the inner bearing component has an outer diame-
ter which is larger than the outer diameter of the re-
mainder of the inner bearing component. 
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(S7] ABSTRACf 
An oil film bearing for rotatably supporting the journal 
surface of a rolling mill roll neck on a hydrodynami-
cally maintained oil film. The bearing includes a bush-
ing adapted to interrupt the load carrying continuity of 
the oil film and to subdivide the load zone into com-
pound pressure zones. 
~\ 
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(57] ABSTRACT 
A system for preheating air being fed to a continuous 
fired furnace by means of high temperature waste gases 
exhausted from the furnace. The system includes two 
pairs of interconnected regenerators. The regenerators 
of one pair are alternately connected by means of a 
reversing valve to an ambient air inlet and a waste gas 
exhaust stack. and the regenerators of the other pair are 
alternately connected by means of a second reversing 
valve to the furnace's waste gas outlet duct and combus-
tion air inlet duct. 
2 Oaims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A rolling mill roll assembly includes a roll shaft having 
a tapered portion located adjacent to an end portion. An 
annular tungsten carbide work roll is received on the 
tapered shaft portion. The work roll has circumferen-
tially spaced keys integrally formed on its outer face. A 
tapered sleeve is axially wedged between the work roll 
and the tapered shaft portion. A drive ring is connected 
to the sleeve. The drive ring is splined to the shaft end 
portion and is provided with lug members which are 
axially received between and which are rotatably en-
gaged with the keys on the outer roll face. Driving 
torque is thus transmitted from the shaft to the roll via 
the driving ring, with the roll being concentrically lo-
cated with respect to the shaft axis by the tapered 
sleeve. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Disclosed is an annular roll for use in combination with 
a roll shaft having a tapered portion and an end portion, 
the roll surrounding the tapered shaft portion and hav-
ing circumferentially spaced keys in an outer face 
thereof, an abutment engageable with an inner face of 
the roll to axially locate the roll on the roll shaft, a 
tapered sleeve axially received in a tightly wedged 
position bet Neen the roll and the tapered portion of the 
roll shaft, an axially shiftable drive ring connected to 
the sleeve and spline to the shaft for rotation therewi~ 
the drive ring having lugs rotatably interengaged with 
the keys on the outer face of the roll, a first retainer 
engageable with the outer face of the roll to axially urge 
the roll against the abutment, and a second retainer 
engageable with and acting through the drive ring to 
prevent axial removal of the sleeve from between the 
roll and the tapered portion of the roll shaft, a tool for 
axially shifting the tapered sleeve into and out of its 
wedged position between the roll and the tapered por-
tion of the roll shaft. 
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[S7] ABSTRACT 
A rolling mill laying head has a first tubular shaft 
mounted on first bearings for rotation relative to a sta-
tionary housing structure. A second hollow shaft carry-
ing a three dimensionally curved laying pipe is mounted 
on second bearings for rotation relative to the flfSt hol-
low shaft. Both hollow shafts are rotatably driven in the 
same direction at different speeds. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A portable carrier module for transporting work rolls 
and entry and exit guides to and from a cantilevered roll 
stand in a rolling mill. The carrier module remains re-
movably mounted on the roll stand during the rolling 
operation, and includes integral roll cooling means au-
tomatically coupled to water supply conduits extending 
through the roll stand housing. 
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[57) ABSTRAcr 
Decelerator apparatus acting to reduce the distance 
over which lengths of hot rolled product slide before 
coming to a halt on leaving a rolling mill stand. 
So as to avoid the use of pinch rolls or the like, the 
apparatus employs deforming rollers acting on a leading 
length of said rolled product in a direction perpendicu-
lar to its length and a shear for severing the leading 
length of product from a following length being acted 
on by said rolling mill stand whilst said rollers are still 
in motion. 
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(S7] ABSrRAcr 
A tool for use in combination with an annular roll fixed 
on the end of a shaft by means of a sleeve axially in-
serted in wedged engagement therebetweetL The tool 
includes a hydraulically actuated piston-cylinder assem-
bly having an axially extending mounting stem which is 
adapted to be received in detachably interlocked en-
gagement within an axial blind bore in the end of the 
shaft. The cylinder is rotatable on the stem to adjust the 
tool between sleeve removal and sleeve inserting posi-
tions. When in the sleeve removal position. the piston 
bean against the shaft end and the cylinder engages and 
removes the sleeve. When in the sleeve insertion posi-
tion, the cylinder is checked against a stop on the 
mounting stem and the piston urges the sleeve into 
wedged engagement between the roll and the shaft. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
A rolling mill run-in table has at least two parallel paths 
extending alongside the receiving end of a cooling bed. 
Ftrst and second slide members extend respectively 
along each path on the side thereof closest to the cool-
ing bed. First and second unitary lift assemblies extend 
respectively along the opposite side of each path. Each 
lift assembly has a side channel opening laterally 
towards the cooling bed. An underlying operating 
mechanism alternately adjusts the left assemblies be-
tween lowermost positions at which their side channels 
are closed by the adjacent slide members and aligned 
with the respective paths to confine product lengths 
moving axially therealong, and elevated positions at 
which the side channels are above the receiving paths 
and clear of the adjacent slide members to accommo-
date lateral discharge of the product lengths onto the 
receiving end of the cooling bed. 
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